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Located in a Fine Stock Raising and The Senior Russian Peace PlenipotenAgricultural Section - Constructiary Responds Feelingly, Giving
tion of Road Progressing.
Credit to Emperor Nicholas.

Frank Owen Elected Secretary and Jose
D. Sena Vice President of First

IS

GROWING

RAPIDLY ADDRESS

Carl A. Dalies, manager of the John
Becker Company at Willard, of which
he is also a large stockholder, spent
last night and this forenoon in the
city. Mr. Dalies is as well known here
as he is at his old home in Belen,
or at his new home at Willard. He
was a member of the 34th, 35th and
36th legislative assemblies and served
as speaker of the latter body. The
people well know how efficiently and
satisfactorily he performed these important duties. To a representative
oi the New Mexican, Mr. Dalies said
that the new town of Willard is progressing at a very satisfactory rate.
On July 1st, of this year, there was
not a jacal on the town site. In fact
it was a nice bit of prairie, especially
good for sheep grazing. Today there
are a number of good buildings on the
town site, more are being erected and
more will be erected this fall and winter. He estimates the permanent population of the place at over a hundred
now and that the transcients number
over three hundred, some of the latter expect to become permanent residents. A town site has been surveyed
and laid out in modern style, containing a location for a public park,
wide streets and the necessary alleys.
a new school house, to accommodate
about one hundred pupils, is now in
course of erection and will be ready
for occupancy, at the latest, by the
lirst of November. The money for the
building was raised by public subscription. There are several neat residences with modern
improvements.
The business done at the place is

great.
There are about three hundred men
employed on the construction of the
Eastern Railway of New Mexico from
Willard west to the Abo pass, from
Willard east, to Epris. There are nearly l.OOQ men strung out in different
camps, grading and doing other construction work. At and about Willard
the railroad has also one hundred men
busy. The trade of these different grading camps and that of the many stockmen and farmers in the vicinity of
Willard goes to the town and makes
it a lively and busy trading center.
The trade is growing almost daily, as
more people are coming to settle and
as more men are being put on the
grading and bridge building forces.
Mr. Dalies thinks he is not too sanguine in predicting that, within twelve
months, the town will have a population of between seven and eight hundred people, and probably many more.
Water, of the finest quality, can be
had at a depth of thirty feet and
deeper, and in abundant quantities.
The water has been analyzed and has
been found as good as the water in
the Santa Fe Valley, which, according to the chemical analysis, made by
the College of Agriculture, is as pure
as can be had anywhere. The climate
is delightful, and in addition to the
place becoming a busy trade center,
it has a decided advantage as a health
resort. Mr. Dalles believes, from his
knowledge of affairs, that, by the first
of April, trains will be running on the
Eastern Railway of New Mexico from
Belen over the Abo Pass, via Willard
to Epris to a connection with the El
Paso & Southwestern lines at that
point, which Is 55 miles east of Willard.
Many homestead settlers are taking
up public lands in claims of 160
acres each, within a large radius of
Willard. These people appear to be
of a very good class, hard working and
saving. The best of cereals and vegetables, in great quantities, can be
raised in that section, as water can be
easily had. This year the rainfall was
so abundant that very good crops
were raised with no irrigation. The
country around and about will also
prove superior for fruit raising. Upon
the whole, Mr. Dalles, who has been
a resident of Valencia County for thirteen years and who is well acquainted
with conditions, business and agriculture, is a firm believer that Willard
will be within a few years, among
the large and busy towns of New
Mexico, as It will be the center of a
great agricultural and stock raising
country, which will be tributary to
the town for many miles, east, north,
west and south. There must be a
large trading point in that section,
and Willard, from its location, is
bound to be this point. It is the
natural gateway for business for the
country from Belen, west, to Santa
Fe, north, for hundreds of miles east,
and hundreds or miles south. The
stock raising industry, in that section
this year has been of the most prosperous, and the outlook for the coming year is also very good. Water Is
more than plentiful and the range will

St. Petersburg, Sept. 28. M. Witte,
the senior Russian peace plenipotentiary, returned to St. Petersburg this
An enthusiastic welcome,
morning.
accorded by waiting crowds, fully
demonstrated the great popularity of
the statesman and the public appreci
ation of the services he rendered his
country at Portsmouth. Cheer followed cheer as he alighted from the
train, and when he replied in an intensely patriotic strain to the address
of welcome the popular enthusiasm
found full vent.
Text of Address of Welcome.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 28
The ad
dress of welcome was as follows:
"You have accomplished your diffi
cult task and the nation is grateful to
you. You have given the credit of
your success to Emperor Nicholas,
President Roosevelt, Emperor William
of Germany and to the press. You
have forgotten only yourself.
We,
however, fully appreciate your services to your country.
The tree you
planted at the Washington homestead
at Mt. Vernon will serve as a mark
or token between the two nations. You
have done much. For ourselves and
for those who are absent we will once
more shout a hearty hurrah."
In his response M. Witte said:
"I have performed my duty well
because I have strictly obeyed his
majesty's instructions; because circumstances favored me; because the
world is weary of this bloody war;
because all classes of American so
ciety, from President Roosevelt down,
were in sympathy with my and your
cause, because I was true to my coun
try and her and your'interests."
SIGN

FRANCO-GERMA-

ACCORD.

N

Premier Rouvier and Prince von
dolin Terminate Moroccan Ne- gotiations.

Ra- -

Paris, Sept. 28. Premier Rouvier
and Prince Von Radolin, the German
ambassador, at noon today signed the
Franco-Germaaccord concerning the
Moroccan conference, thus definitely
terminating the difficult negotiations.
Official details of the accord will be
given out later.
n
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Santa Fe County Court

MURDER

IN

Brings In Verdict In the
John Conley Case This

X

Morning.

HANGING THE PENALTY
Defendant's Attorneys

Give Notice That

Motion for New Trial Will Be Made
Next Saturday.
"Murder in the first degree!" sol
emnly answered each of the twelve
jurors in the trial of John Conley of
Red River, Taos County, for murder.as
his name was called at 3:30 o'clock
this morning. Only those who stood
very , close to the convicted man noticed the tremendous shock that the
verdict was to him. To others he
seemed as immobile as a statue. Hang
ing is the penalty which the law of
.
New
Mexico
for
prescribe?
murder in the first degree. It is
no wonder therefore, that the jury de
liberated far into the night before
reaching a verdict. In that little Jury
room, the case was really tried again,
the evidence was sifted once more,
eloquent, though short speeches were
made, and for a long time, the fate
of the prisoner hung in the balance,
although right from the start the jury
agreed that the defendant should be
found guilty of some degree of murder. At first, it is reported, six held
out for a verdict in the first degree
and six for a verdict in the third degree. Thus it stood at midnight. Then
it was eleven for murder in the lirst
degree, one holding out tenaciously
for a verdict in the second degree and
it was after 2 o'clock this morning before he gave way and that Judge Mc-Piand the court officials were notified that the jury was ready to render
its verdict.
It was one of those scenes chat
leave an indelible impression upon the
mind: The large court room, whose
dim recesses were scarcely penetrated by the rays from the incandescent
lights. The stillness of the enrly
morning hour. Judge John R. McFie upon the bench, thoughtful, serious.
Clerk A. M. Bergere at his
desk. Deputy Sheriff J. L. Lopez with
the defendant, seated near the attorneys, J. B. Lusk for the defense and
District Attorney Alexander Read and
Richard H. Hanna for the prosecution.
The defendant, John Conley, vainly
trying to appear impassive as the moment approached that would prove the
climax of the ordeal which has been
his lot, ever since he took needlessly
the life of nineteen year old James
Redding and seventy year old Charles
Purdy. The jury in charge of the bailiffs filed into the court room, the foreman, Manuel Naranjo, of Santa Cruz,
announcing its readiness to return
a verdict. Judge McFie' ordered the
jury to be polled and every one present, involuntarily leaned forward toward the jury box to catch the answer
of the first juror called, to hear the
reply to the question that "was upon
the lip of every one in the court
room: "What is the verdict?" And as
the answer came back: "Guilty in the
first degree ! " the silence remained unbroken despite the various emotions
depicted upon the faces of the score
of people present.
The jury was discharged and the
prisoner sent back to Jail. This morning he seemed much relieved, as if a
great load had been removed from
his
mind and he chatted cooly
with his attorneys and friends. Notice
was given by his attorneys of a motion for a new trial, which motion
will be heard on Saturday afternoon,
j. B. Lusk to represent the defendant
and R. H. Hanna, the prosecution.
Yesterday afternoon, Judge Oliver B. Liddell of Denver, made a
stirring appeal to the jury for the defendant. His plea while not convinc
ing to those who heard the evidence,
was touching and moved his hearers
e

Jury Returns Verdict In Oregon
Land Fraud Cases Against
Defendants.

ASK

FOR

NEW

TRIAL.

Counsel for Congressman Williamson
and Associates Will Carry Case to
U. S. Court of Appeals.
Portland, Ore., Sept. 28. After be
ing out less than six hours, the third
jury which has heard the testimony of
the government against Congressman
John H. Williamson, Dr. Van Gessner,
Williamson's partner in the lives cock
business, and Marion R. Briggs, attorney and at one time U. S. commissioner at Pincevllle, Oregon, late last
night found the three defendants guil
ty of having entered Into a conspiracy to suborn
perjury in inducing
locators fraudulently to file on government land and providing them with
money so to do, under an agreement
that these persons would convey the
title of the lands to Williamson and
Gessner when the patents were secured from the government.
Judge A. S. Bennett, attorney for
the defendants, moved for a new trial.
Judge Hunt put the hearing of the
motion over. The counsel for the defense stated that the case would be
carried to the United States circuit
court of appeals.
PEACE

RESTORED IN
BAKU,

CAUCASIA.

With the
Baku. Caucasia. Sept.
formal ratification of peace between
the Tartars and Armenians here, the
order confining the Inhabitants to
their houses after 8 o'clock in the
evening has been revoked.
28.

be In good condition for,

years.

at least, two

left for his southern
home on the noon Santa Fe Central
train.
Mr., Dalies

to compassion for the defendant, who
for the first time since the trial
had commenced, showed visible enio-lioand had to gulp hard to keep
back the tears. Judge Liddell was
heartily congratulated by the attorneys present upon his masterful effort. But whatever impression
he
made upon the jury was counterbalanced by the passionate arraignment
of the defendant by District Attorney
Alexander Read. They were sledge
hammer blows which he delivered and
before he had concluded he had the
flimsy structure of the defense in tatters; there was no longer getting away
from the fact that John Conley was
guilty of cold blooded, deliberate murder, and that there was no longer any
possibility of acquittal.
It was at the evening session that
Judge John R. McFie delivered his
charge to the jury. It was minute and
covered the law of murder and self
defense very thoroughly. It was made
so plain and simple that every juror
could understand it and yet so complete that it might be used as a text
book for the law student.
The different degrees of murder were defined, the law of evidence as it was
related to the case in question, was
touched upon, it was explained what
might constitute justification for a
deed like, that committed by the de:
fendant and what constituted self defense. The phrase a "reasonable
doubt" was dwelt upon and the injunction given that the defendant must
have the benefit of every "reasonable
doubt."
The murder for which John Conley
was convicted was a most brutal one.
On the morning of January 16, 1905,
he started out for the Guadalupe
six miles
from Questa,
placers,
Taos County, accompanied by two of
his friends, James Redding, aged 19
years, son of E. S. Redding, hotel-keepe- r
at Questa and in whose home
Conley was regarded as a member
of the family, and James Purdy, a
miner seventy years old. The purpose
of the trip was to do assessment work
upon six placer claims owned ty a
man in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Conley alone was armed, with a revolver
that had been in the safe keeping of
Airs. Redding, mother of young Red
ding.- - Upon arrival at the placers, the
trio sat down to a meal in the tent
that had been pitched upon a previous
occasion at the camp. A quarrel
arose which resulted in Conley shoot
ing James Purdy, the first bullet shat
tering the jawbone, piercing the brain
and clipping off a piece of Purdy's ear.
The second shot pierced the forehead
and was apparently fired after Purdy
was down. In the meanwhile, Redding,
made for the horses to escape. Conley pursued him for he did not want
the only eye witness of his deed to
get away. He shot Redding through
the forehead and after he had fallen
sent a second bullet into his throat.
Conley then went back to the tent and
laid one axe at the side of Purdy, then
washed .his bloody hands in a
bucket of water and carried a second
axe to where Redding lay in three
feet of snow and placed it on
right arm. He was so close to
Redding when he shot him the second
time, that Redding's beard was sing
ed and the snow about it was blown
away by the blast from the pistol.
Conley then went for his horse and
rode to Questa and from there to Red
River, with the idea of leaving the
country. He made various statements
to those he met to account for his
early return from the placers and upon arrival at Red River told one of
his friends to take care of his papers
as he would be gone four to elx
weeks. Conley, knowing that the
Guadalupe placers were in an isolated
part of the county and that apparently
no one else was in the vicinity, had
not counted upon his crime being discovered a few minutes after it was
In fact, however, two
committed.
shepherds who had heard the shots,
had seen him ride away from the
scene and had recognized him. They
gave the alarm. It was a stunning
blow, when a deputy sheriff at Red
River, informed Conley that he was
accused of the crime and that a posse
had arrived to arrest him.
Conley
showed signs of abject fear but de
nied the crime, saying that the "Mexicans" had shot Purdy and had attempt
Red-ding-

:

's

L. B. Prince was elected the first president of the New Mexico Good Roads' Association on Tuesday evening by the Good Roads' Convention at Las Vegas, which Is In
session at Las Vegas. Another Santa
Fe man, Frank Owen, was elected sec
retary, and W. S. Strlckler of Albuquerque, treasurer. Vice presidents
from each judicial district were elect
ed as follows: First district. Jose D.
Sena; second district, William M. Ber-gethird district, W. S. Hopewell;
fourth district, R. E. Twitchell; fifth
district, J. A. Graham; sixth district.
Max. B. Goldenberg.
The temDorarv
chairman, Jose D. Sena, eulogized the
president-elec- t
as a man who has done
more for the benefit of the Territory
man any ottier man within its borders and as a man who had been and
who would yet be of immense benefit
to the Territory of New Mexico.
Chairman
Prince respond
ed with a strong address in behalf of
the Good Roads movement.
Jose D. Sena of Santa Fe. made an
address upon the subject: "Some Experiences Encountered in Buildine the
Santa
Road," and of it,
the Las Vegas Optic says: "It was an
exceptionally fine address and drew
marked attention from the auditors.
He related the difficulties encountered
in building this magnificent stretch
of highway and of the glorious good
that has resulted from its construction."
Colonel W. H. H. Llewellyn, who
was on the program for an address on
l ne facenlc Highway . sent a teleeram
saying that stress of court business
prevented his being present at the
convention.
Stephen Powers, a civil enelneer.
read a paper on: "Some Suggestions
tor Improving the Roads of New Mexico." Professor J. J. Vernon of Mesll- la Park, made an illustrated address
on: "Good Roads a Profitable Investment." At the forenoon session, upon
motion of E. A. Mlera, Albuquerque,
was selected as the next convention
place.
C. J. Gavin of Raton, then spoke on
"El Camino Real." Delegate to Con- gress W. H. Andrews In a brief address proffered whatever assistance
he could in the cause of good roada.
One of the most thorough papers of
the convention was then read bv Her
bert J. Haeerman of Roswell. on the
different phases of good road building
in the west. He was generously
W. S. Honewell SDOke
on
railroad building and the necessity of
good roads in New Mexico. Upon motion of W. M. Berger of Belen, a resolution was adopted directing the vice
president of each district to organize
good roads clubs.
This forenoon the committee on res
olutions reported and tomorrow the
delegates will be taken on a drive over
the Scenic Highway.
r;
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Steamer Chatham, Loaded

with Dynamite, Takes Fire
at Port Said.

VESSEL
Afterwards
Explosive-

IS

SCUTTLED.

the Wreck
s-

Removed

By

Engineers Investigat-

ing Damage to

Water

Way.

Port Said, Sept. 28. The wreck of
the steamer Chatham, which was sunk
to prevent the explosion of a large
quantity of dynamite (which formed
part of the cargo) while the ship was
menaced by flames, was blown up this
morning in order to remove the obstruction from the canal.
Enormous Displacement of Water Visible Miles Away.
-- Port Said, Sept. 28.
The exnlosion
was tremendous.
An enormous
dis
placement of water was visible five
miles away trom the scene of the
The engineers are invesexplosion.
tigating the damage done to the canal
bottom.

-

ed to shoot him. It was only after
seven deputy sheriffs had surrounded
Conley's house and had waited from
early in the evening until the following morning, that Conley surrendered,
for he then recognized that there
was no chance of getting away. As
to the motive for the crime, it was
told that Purdy was the chief witness
for Conley in a law suit involving a
valuable mining property and that
Purdy had refused further to testify
in Conley's behalf. There was also
a quarrel over money that was owing
to Purdy for assessment work he had
done for one of Conley's clients. The
motive for the killing of Redding, it
seemed, was first of all to get him out
of the way as a witness, and more re
mote, a grudge which Conley seemed
to have had against him and which he
had expressed 4 months before when
he told J. H. Young- that he would kill
the young devil and would have no
more compassion for him than he
would for a snake. Of course, the
quarrel of the morning of January 16,
aroused Conley's passion still more
and that seems to be, the only mitigat
ing circumstance of the crime, that
Conley was beside himself with anger
and that he did not ambush his two
companions but shot them while he
was with them face to face. The case
was a hard fought one, for the prosecution depended entirely upon circumstantial evidence to convict Conley,
and the defense took advantage of
every flaw in this evidence, but made
a serious mistake when it placed Conley on the stand in his own defense
for Conley practically convicted himself by his testimony. The arguments
made, by counsel on each side were
masterful and eloquent.
The most pathetic figures in the
trial, even more pathetic than the defendant, who is well on in years and
who has seen honorable service in the
Civil War, were the father and mother
of James Redding, one of the victims.
The old man had his heart set upon
convicting the slayer of his son and
to him the verdict gave intense satis
faction, because he deemed it a proof
that he had done his duty. Behind all
the actors In the tragedy loomed the
whisky bottle, the curse of strong
drink, for each one of the three principals in the drama was a strong
drinker, and but for strong drink, the
deed would probably never have been
committed, as was borne out by the
mute testimony of the three whiskey bottles that were found in the
tent, near the cold, stiff body of aged
Charles Purdy, and as was pointed
out by Judge Oliver B. Liddell, of Denver, in his powerful defense of John
Conley, during which he delivered one
of the finest pleas for temperance ever
heard in the court house.
-

JAPANESE

FISHERMEN

MURDERED.

Thirty Killed and Ten Others Escape
By Taking Refuge on American
Fishing Vessel.
San Francisco, Sept. 28. Thirty
Japanese fishermen were murdered by
natives at the settlement of Upika
on Kamchatka Peninsula, and a simi
lar fate would have been visited on
ten other men if they had not managed to escape to the American cod
fishing vessel, S. N. Castle, which
was lying at anchor close to the set
tlement.
BROOKLYN

BOY HELD

FOR RANSOM.

Unless $500 is Paid Antonio Mareane-inis Informed That His Son
Will Return in Box.

a

New York, Sept. 28. Antonio Mare-aneinthe six year old son of Frank
Mareaneina, a Brooklyn contractor,
has been missing since last Sunday
and his father believes he lias been
kidnapped to secure a ransom by
The father
"blackhand" methods.
has received letters offering to return the boy if $500 is paid. A threat
is made to return him in a box if the
ransom is not paid.

a,

WALL STREET TOUCHED
FOR LARGE SECURITIES.
New York, Sept. 28! A theft of
curities amounting to $360,000 Is
nounced today from Wall Street

sean-

BURGLARS ROB BANK
AT ELDORAO, ILL.
111., Sept. 28.
Burglars
entered the private bank of C.
B. Burnett & Sons at Eldorado, 111.,
and carried off about $10,000. '
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$ .25
Dally, per week, by carrier
1.00
....
carrier
Daily, per month, by
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Daily, per month, by mail
7.50
Daily, one yar by mail
4.00
Daily, six months, by mail
Daily, three months, by mall .... 2.00
2.00
Weekly, per year
1.00
Weekly, six months
75
Weekly, per quarter
.25
..
month
Weekly, per
The New Mexican Is the oldest
newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent
to every postofflce In the Territory,
and has a large and growing circula
don among the intelligent and pro- grenslv people of the Southwest.

UNION(jmLABCL

PUBLIC SCHOOL
WORK.
Colonel Albert A. Pope, :i well
known New England manufacturer, in
a recent address points out the nerious
defects of the public school system
of the United States. In the effort
to introduce the pupil to all the
sciences and to all the classic learning
the fundamentals are being overlooked. He said "A few things well
known, a few books thoroughly under- . stood, a few arts or one art thorough
ly mastered, is, as a rule, of greater
beneiit to the individual, practically
speaking, than all the wisdom of phil
osophers epitomized in one brain. The
public schools in our country can, in
my judgment, be charged wiih ao
countability tor the detects of our
young people in so far as thev fail to
supply their pupils with such practical
knowledge as will enable them by hand
or brain, or with union of both, to
earn a comfortable living for them
selves and the family dependent upon
them. The first work of an educaiion
should be to teach the pupil to secure
for himself food, clothing and shelter."
Tn an age when the policy of labor
ons and the natural tendency are
linst teaching boys and girls a
de, it is very important that the
3lic schools take up thu work
of
nual training lest the United States
the near future lose its
ice as a producer and especially as
manufacturer. In a territory like
w Mexico, where agriculture fuof
rines sustenance to three-fourth- s
the people and will always
be the
main source of wealth, there e,ery
school house should have its school
garden, and more important "nan astronomy or algebra, should be deemed
the inculcation of love for tilling the
soil and the science of making the
ground yield a living. Even in the
cities, and towns it is of the highest
ESSENTIALS

OF

.

pre-erni-

-.

schools should learn about nature and
its material wealth, should be taught
Jo wield the hoe and the spade, to
make gardens, grow vegetables and
he
trees and assist in beautifying
school grounds.
RAILROAD CHARGES AND WAGES
IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES.
The Bureau of Manufacturers of the
Department of Commerce has recently
published figures which show that al
though railroads in the United States
pay better wages than those in Europe,

passenger and freight rates are com
siderably lower in this country than
they are even on the state owned
railroads of central Europe. It is
shown that the freight rate on English
roads is 1.93 cents a ton mile A ton
mile of merchandise or livestock in
England costs 2.91 cents and on all
commodities an average of 2.32 cents.
Against these, the figures for the
same seivice in the United States ne
surprisingly small, being .58 of a
cent. On German roads it is J. 42
cents; on French 1.55 cents; Austrian
1.16 cents and Hungarian 1.30 cents.
England's passenger rates per mile in
the same classes were four cents, Germany's 3.8 cents. For their average
day's wages, workmen can travel tis
American C5 miles, British
follows:
35 miles, German 53 miles, French iO
miles, Belgian 36 miles, Italian ?8
miles and East Indian 21 miles. On
American roads, locomotive engineers
average $4 a day; English $1.'.!2, Belgian $1.01; American firemen get
$2.28, British 91 cents,
Belgian 72
cents. Railroad section hands in the
United Stages are paid two to four
'
times as much as section hands on
foreign roads. Forty per cent of the
gross earnings of American railroads
goes to labor, while only 2b per cent
goes to capital' In England, labor gets
27 per cent, capital 38 per cent, in
Germany, the division is equal.

Thr sday,

September 25,

J

905.

value of the entire fruit crop of New
inii'TTmpgS
At the little town of
Mexico.
California, not as populous
or as large as Santa Fe, $000,000 have
been paid this year to the railroads
our-- ,
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for freight on outgoing shipments of
.
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receive one cent a pound for his fruit
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by all the fruit coming into market
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ca.
same
Uih.Ra
all
time. Taking
at the
Into consideration, the New Mexico
fruit grower has the advantage, All
around, in climate, in soil, in markets,
The recent rains have provided
The Las Vegas Optic does not bein prices, and all he needs to do to
of water for the stock ranges lieve that the Meadow City base ball
plenty
derive profits from his orchards is to for
several months to come and as team was fairly treated at the Albugrass is plentiful, the outlook for the querque Fair. The Optic makes out a
cattle, sheep, angora goats and horse pretty strong case for its contention.
THE DESTINY OF NORWAY.
owners of the Sunshine Territory is
The delegates from Sweden and very good. Unless excessive cold and
According to John D. Rockefeller
Norway after a session of several a greater amount of snow than usual there will be no hard times during
weeks have agreed upon details and prevail in the central and northern President Roosevelt's present term.
is is presumed that the union between sections of the Territory, stock raisers What about the hard times that are
the two countries which has existed will have no cause to complain next sure to fall
upon some candidates and
for many years will be dissolved amic- spring.
some parties in November, 1908?
ably and without resort to arms. What
the complexion of the new Norwegian
Thomas A. Edison, the great elecgovernment will be Is not yet known, trician, declares that he does not want
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
but all liberty loving men ardently to associate with men who
always
The
Legislative Manual for 1905, or
wish that Norway will become a re want to
get something for nothing. Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
The
are
there
public.
people
perfectly He had better keep away from Albuofficial compendium of value to
capable of governing themselveu with- querque where the Joint Statehood and
business man and officer and of
every
out the aid of kingling, priuce'ing or
League promoters, the water supply
aristo company franchise schemers, a num- Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
anybody else of supposedly
cratic lineage. The kings that the ber of "prominent lawyers" and a few Price $1.50. Address the New Mexipeople of Norway have had for ninety other promoters are always up and can Printing Company, Santa Fe.
years were of plebian and common doing to get everything in sight free
stock. Marshal Bernadotte who was of cost.
THREE JURORS CURED.
made king of Norway and Sweden in
the early part of the century certainConsidering all the circumstances, Of Cholera Morbus with One Small
ly had nothing to commend him ex Associate
Justice Ira A. Abbott, preBottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Choi
cept his brilliant record as a French
of the Second Judicial
siding
judge
era and Diarrhoea Remedy.
soldier. His descendants have made
District Court, is "standing it right
Mr. G. W. Ftwler, of Hightower,
fair kings as faV as kings go. The
but then, he comes of rugged Ala., relates an expe-lenwell,"
he had
people of Norway ought to be over New
stock and had to wcrk while
serving on a petit jury in a mur
and above wanting another crowned for England
a living and for a legal education. der case at
head to govern them. They are perEdwardsville, county seat
Columns of alleged legal arguments in of
Cleburne county, Al bama. He says:
to
able
and
govern
competent
fectly
daily newspapers do not give him the "While there I ate some fresh meat
themselves and a republic modeled stomach
ache and the wind contained
to
Switzerland
and some souse meat and 't gave me
somewhat upon
ought
in them does not compel him to catch
cholera morbus in a very severe form,
supply all ;heir needs and be a mighty cold.
Judge Abbott is all right.
I was never sick in my life and sent
instrument for the advancement and
the material, moral and political
to the drug store for a certain cholera
When two parties to a controversy
For policy's
of their country.
sent me a
the incident might be consid- mixture, but the druggist
sake they milit choose a king and bow agree,
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
ered closed. In the case of political bottle
and Diarrhoea Remedy instead, saying
again to the crown and scepter for contributions
by insurance companies,
years to come. This may be the best the Kansas
that he had what I sent for, but that
situaCity Star puts the
for them as they are surrounded
by
this medicine was so much better he
tion very well, when it says:
imperial and royal personages, so;ne
would rather send It to me in the fix I
the
"Tom Taggart's declaration 'hat
of whom are very anxious to take their
in. I took one dose of it and was
was
Democratic campaign managers never
country and incorporate it as part of received a dollar of insurance money better in five minutes. The second dose
their dominions. Whatever they do, tallies with Mr. McCall's statement. cured me entirely. Two fellow-Juror- s
the best wishes of the American m
McCall intimated plainly that the im- were afflicted in the same manner and
pie will be with them. The fact of
portunities of the Democratic mana- one small bottle cured the three of
obtaining autonomy and some self gers were fruitless."
U3." For sale by all druggists.
government will come to thorn in due
course of time. This is destiny.
Cause of Insomnia.
The New Mexican has information

IACOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One.- Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Buttone do the rest.
-

A.

W
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San Francisco Street.
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Indian

Wares and Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn
Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

THE PALME HOTEL
,

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
4

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

ce

well-bein-

"It is admitted that instead
the assessed tax valuation
of

g

0

of

that the construction of the AlbuquerIndigestion nearly always disturbs
que Eastern Railroad from Moriarty the sleep more or less and Is often the
to Albuquerque and its Hagan branch cause of insomnia. Many cases have
will be pushed rapidly and that the been permanently cured by Chamberfunds to do so have been raised. This lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. For
is good news and this paper hopes it sale by all druggists.
will "in fruition end." Every mile of
railroad in operation, helps the entire
A Remedy Without a Peer.
Territory no matter where construct
"I find Chamberlain's Stomach and
ed. The Sunshine Territory and future
Sunshine State cannot have too much Liver Tablets more beneficial than any
other remedy I ever used for stomach
railroad mileage.
trouble," says J. P. Klote, of Edlna,
The New Mexican hopes that its es- Mo. For any disorder of the stomach,
teemed contemporary, the Albuquerque biliousness or constipation, these Tab
Citizen, is getting paid at least fifty lets are without a peer. For sale by
cents per line for publishing certain all druggists.
communications concerning the cases
of the removed county officials of Cured of Lame Back After 15 Years

Large Sample Fooms for Commercial Travelers.
Saxvta 3Pe,

New Mexico

"KTasxiiiig-toi- i

ST. MICHAEL'S

jl

JL-ireiwi- e

DLJJLI

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

v
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New Mexico would be low at $300,000,-000- .
The former amount must be
taxed at 6 per cent to realize $2,400.-000- .
But to realize the same amount
on the larger and truer sum would re
of 1 per
quire a tax levy of only
cent, or eight mills. Which would be
better, every way? To lower the fate
and increase the valuation, or to keep
BROTHER BOTULPH, President.
the low valuation and the high rate,
which scares away investments of for
eign capital?" Albuquerque ( Itizet.
The Citizen should begin worl
right at home. The New Mexican has
been told, for instance, that a piec
of teal estate in the business portion
of the Duke City which is assessed Bernalillo County. Otherwise sensiof Suffering.
ALL PERIODICALS
at $3,000 is held for sale at $20,000 ble people cannot discern any good
"I had been troubled with lame back
and what is more that this is not an reason for the publication of this stuff. for fifteen
coma
found
years and I
isolated instance.
plete recovery In the use of Chamber
lain's Pain Balm," says John G. Bisher,
How's This?
The trial for murder of John Conley We Offer One Hundred Dollar! Reward for Gillam, Ind. This liniment is also
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
which has occupied the attention of ny case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by without an equal for :pralns and
Hall' Catarrh Cure.
the district court of this county for
bruises. It is for sale by all druggists.
F, J. CHENEY AGO., Toledo. O.
have known F. J.
the past ten days has been one of the We, the undersigned,
for the lust 15 yearn, and believe him
most important ever tried in the his Cheney
perfectly honorable in all business transac- A BUSINESS MAN'S
tions
and financially able to oarry out any
tory of this county and certainly the
MEAL FOR 25 CENTS.
made by this firm.
most important one. for the past ten obligations Waldinq,
Kink n A Mbvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
years. The lawyers on both sides who
While your family is away or if
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
appeared in the case speak with the acting directly upon the blood and mucous you are too busy to go home, it is
surfaoes of the system. Testimonials sent
highest respect and approval of Judge free.
Price 76 cents per bottle. Sold by all just as well for you to know that you
Can be obtained at the
John R. McFie as a patient, courteous Druggists.
a delicious meal at the Bon
can
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Ton get
and able presiding judge. It Is
Lunch Counter,
served in the
pleasant commentary to note that no
daintiest manner. You cannot imagine
Mexican
New
The
Printing Company how
CERRILLOS and. MONERO
morbidly minded and sentimentally
appetizingly good these meals are
inclined women attended the trial and has the largest f;.?illtles and most until
one.
Meals served at
you try
Anthraclto and RltiimlTinna fVml at. whnlesalA and ret il. Wn want to
made life a burden to all concerned, modern machinery for doing all kinds all hours and there is the same comcall your attention to the superior quality of our LUMP COAT
which is
as is usually the case in sensational of Printing and Binding in first-clas- s
fort, the sara neat and appetizingly screened, free from dirt and bone.
trials in large cities. There was no style. Manufacturers of Loose-Lea- f
delicious china, the same careful serCORD WOOD, FIRE WOOD AND KINDLING, cut any desired size.
public excitement and In fact very lit Ledgers. Pamphlet and Book Work a vice and, in fact, all the advantages of
All orders will ronalira muMnnf and po refill attontlnn
ftfflfte! OnxflAld
tle attention was paid the trial by the specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
home.
at
eating
No.
A.
near
Ganta
&
'Phone
T.
Avenue,
S. F, Depot,
Southwest.
Fe, N. M.
85,
public.
5

The 47th Year Begins Sept. 4. 1905.
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Papeirs

Daily

Books and Stationery

. .

JACOB WELTMER

. .

CAPITAL COAL YARD

.

,

As actual shipping goes on it is
found that the fruit crop of New Mexi
co for the present year largely ex
ceeded the estimate of 20,000,000
Sun
pounds made for it heretofore.
shine Territory fruit is now being sold
in Pueblo, Denver, Kansas City, St.
Louis and Chicago and is greatly liked
and appreciated by the consumers. It
beats California fruit in flavor and
in many cases in appearance. That is
doing pretty well for arid New Mexico.

There is one thing these days upon which Democratic, newspapers are
agreed and this is that it is an awful
crime and highway robbery when inTHE SECRET OF surance companies contribute camSUCCESS.
paign funds to one political party
The possibilities and profits of fruit only.
growing in New Mexico are not well
brick cottages with
Comfortable
understood because there is lack of
among fruit growers and modern Improvements can be rented at
because of the lack of facilities to dry very remunerative figures in the city
s
or evaporate second grade fruit or , of Santa Fe. A dozen such are
stock. One valley of 43,000 ed at this time. At the, present rate
acres alone, the Pajaro Valley, Call- - of assessment no one need fear exces-fornitaxation on such property. There
this fall Is shipping out $1,500,-'siv- e
000 worth of apples from its 12,000 is money in the proposition and that
acres of orchards, or five times the permanently.
need-surplu-

a,

FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS

4

the best English- strains
in America; 4o years experience in breeding these fine
hounds for my own sport, I
now offer them for sale.
of

-

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

T. B. HUDSPETH.

Sibley. Jackson

Co., Mo

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."

try

(Homestead Entry No. 5878.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
September 14, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
and receiver at Santa F, New Mexico, on
NOVEMBER 1, 1905.
viz: FLORENCIO VIGIL of Coyote,
New Mexico, for the SE 2 NE
Sec. 22, and SW
NW
and NW
Sec. 23, T. 21 N., R. 3 E.,
SW
N. M. P. M.
ite names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Precillano Martinez, Casiano Galle-gos- ,'
Antonio Serrano, Jesuc Maria
Serrano, all of Coyote New Mexico.
FRED. MULLER,
Receiver.
1--

1--

17

Vearc' Experience.

Telephone
Office

J. L.

12.

at Exchange Stables

VAV ARSDE1X

Hacks and Baggage i
J!

Feed Stable In Connection.

ENTkANCE OPPOSITE P. WUNSCHMANN A CO.'S OFFICE.

4

1-- 4

Engineerings

Mining

Journal
f

NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR
The leading mining periodical of
the world, with the strongest editorial
stall ot any technical publication.
Subscription $5.00 a year (including IT. 8 Canadian, Mexican' postage).
Sample copy free. Send tor Book
Catalogue,
PUBLICATION

SOS

OFFICE

Pearl Street, New York

1--

Legal blanks of every description,
and conforming to the laws of New
Mexico, are on band and for sale by
the New Mexican Printing Company.

Ik
h

P. F. HANLEY
DEALER liT
FINE WINES,

LIQUORS

AND CIGARS.

Imported and Native Wines lor Family Use.
OUR

8PECIAUIBS

Old Crow, McBrayer,

Quck-enhelm- er

Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old Jordan and Mono,

gram, Ky , Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA FE

Santa Fc New Mexican, Thorsday, September 25, 1 905.
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OF 8ANTA FE.
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RUFUS J .
HENRY L.

hankina Institution
PALEN, President.
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In

B...M.- -

waluu, vKiri

.

.
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u DDnnucm
cocn ...

assistant vasnicr.

THE GATEWAY

Has the location. - It is at the Junction of the Santa Fe Central and the Santa Fe "Cut Off," the new trunk line from
Chicago to the Pacific; it is a natural gateway to all points of the compass;
surrounded by a fine grazing country with agricultural possibilities undeveloped; it has od water In abundance at a depth of thirty-fivfeet below the surface.
It Is owned by the
--

i- -

e

Loans ft
all
- Its branches.
Zi
ranuGu
coland
on
of
terms
all
kinds
favorable
most
personal
on
the
money
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets tor
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonsy to all parts of the civilized
S
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
A
the
at
Interest
on
time
allowed
deposits
or
private.
agency, public
or
term,
month'
year's
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six
T
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
and
h
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line,
con- - V
Is
as
In
all
treatment
respects,
liberal
as
aims to extend to them
De- sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety so- - J
Is
respectfully
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public
ileited.
I

:

Chicago was built In a swamp; Colorado Springs is a victory over the desert; Albuquerque la botween the
shifting sands of the Rio Grande on the west
and the desert mesa on the east;

New Mexico.
Established In 1870.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

Surplus and Undivided Profits (55,000.

Capital $150,000.

IT'S ALL IN THE LOCATION

3

fi.nanl hankina buslnes

In

Willard Town and Improvement Company.

-

lHNMBE2fB?'

am'

MSr

WILBUR A- - DUN LAW, Vice Pres.
L0U(3 c BECKER, Treasurer.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent,
Estancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, manager of The John Becker Co. store at Willard has
charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Oorbett

money-transmittin- g

s

CHARLES W. DUDR0W

a?d

NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe Central Rail'y
WIE TABLE
HAPPENINGS
Effective Sunday, September
11,

Samuel F. Wallis and Miss Margaret
Howard were married at Albuquerque
Sunday.
At Las Animas, San Miguel County,
last week Florencio Baca was married to Miss M. Gutierrez.
Gregorio Varela, of San Geronimo,
a former member of the legislature.
died in Las Vegas Sunday night.
Last week at Portales, Roosevelt.
County, Charles Workman and Miss
Lora Snodgrass were married in the
parlors of the City Hotel.
Miss Delia Bent and Barney Carril- lo, both of Raton, were married in
that town last week, the ceremony being performed by Rev. A. M. Cutler,
of the Baptist Church.
Samuel Padilla, of San Miguel, San
Miguel County, died at his home Sun
day at the age of 73 years. He was
the uncle of Deputy Probate Clerk A.
. Sena, of Las
Vegas.
Mrs. W. A. Eaton has sold the plant
of the Raton Gazette to Percy C.
Crews and he will discontinue
the
publication of the paper and devote
his undivided attention to job printing.
At Elizabethtowr. last week Miss
Jane Lowry was married to Dr. Clar-- .
ence R. Bass. Over two hundred
guests were present at the ceremony
and the wedding dinner served

(South Bound
fNo
11.00
1.20
1.45

2.05

1

1904.

North Bound

ill

Statioug.

Altl

No

Lve. ..Santa Fe.. Arrl 7,0001
6.650
Dnuaclana.,
Veea Blanca,
6,400;
8,050
..Kennedy...

CHEAP RATFS TO NEW YORK.

The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico,
whence via the famous Ward Steamship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El Paso.
The entire trip, covering thousands of
miles, Havana, Cubi, and its famous

T. W. ROBERTS'

0.

K. BARBER

SHOP

Three First Class Barbers.
High Grade Shoe Shiner,
largest & Best Tubs in City

NVV

Moro Castle,' Newport and a dozen of
the largest cities of the United States,
. .
can be made for $122.50. A more de6.80
.Mcintosh..
6 55
. . Kstancia . .
lightful trip cannot be planned, as
All Kinds of Building Material.
4.20
...Willard...
stop-ove- r
4.R0
privileges are allowed and
6,210
.Progregso..
7.20
... Hianca,.. .
the ticket are good for one year from
6,285
CORD AID STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY ANDCUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
8.10
Arr. ..Torrauce.. Lve 8,475
the date of sale. The trip includes the
City of "exico, the "Paris of Amer- Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, 8lngle
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with ica." burlier information can be seBuggies, Surreys, Hacks.
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all cured
Delivered to any part of the City.
A. Dulohery, Comby addresslpoints In Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mon-- ; mercial Agent, El Paso, Tex., or W.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
tana, Washington find the Great North-- j D. Murdock, Aslstat General Passen- Call up 'Phone No. 9 when In need
of Anythnig In the Livery Line.
west.
We Haul Everything thst Is Movable.
ger Agent, City of Mexico.
Connecting at Torrance for all points
Drivers Furnished.. Reasonable
Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N W
Phore 35 Santa Fe
east and 'vest witih Golden State Llm-- i
Rates.
PROPOSALS FOR STABLE.
lted trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman
for
building a stable on
Proposals
berths reserved by wire,
the grounds of the New Mexico AsyFor rates and information address
lum for the Deaf and Dumb at Santa
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Fe, will be received by the Board of
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
General Passenger Agent,
Trustees until September 28th, 1905.
KOSWKLL, KBW MKXICO.
Santa Te N. M. Plans and specifications
can be seen
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
at the First National Bank of Santa
The New Mexican Printing Company Fe at any time between the hours of
Established and Supported by the Territory.
has on hand a quantity of writing tab- 9 a. m. and 3 p. m.
R. J. PALEN,
lets and scratch pads, suitable for the
81XMEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
office desk', the store or for children's
President of the Board.
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 16, 1905.
use at school. This lot will be closed
all conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heateout
five cents each, or at a reducat
Is
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8200 per session. Session
tion if taken In quantities.
An advertisement In the New Mexi
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
can
is always effective. Why? Be
feet
above
ROSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700
Legal blanks both English and cause it reaches the people.
A. E. Cobleigh, a woodworker em
Spanish for sale by the New Mexican
ployed in a planing mill at Albuquer
REGENTS Nathan faffa, W. .tf Reed, R. S Hamilton, J. C. Lea
Printing Company.
in
his
hand
que, last Saturday caught
and E. A. Cahoon
If it's worth lrlntlng, you will find
a
machine
was
and
the
joining
injury
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
Fcr particulars address
It in the New Mexican.
so serious that two fingers had to be
amputated.
Marriage licenses have been issued
in San. Miguel County to Jose Maria
L. Esperance,
Mail
of San Geronimo, and
Miss Placida Archuleta, of Las Galli-nas- ;
FOR
WANTED Young woman of srood
Praxides Tafoya and Miss Es- tefana Gauna, both of Las Vegas.
health, education and references to
New and Second Hand
fill vacancies in Training School for
The county commissioners of Roose nurses at
Providence - Hospital. El
No. 117 San Francisco St.
velt County have let the contract for
SAFES AND SCALES
Paso, Texas. Apply to Miss A. Louise
.
the new jail to Bramlett and Kuyken-dallWe Carry Stock in Santa
Dietrich,
superintendent.
The structure is to be of artiWe Guarantee Oar
AND SWE MONEY
Fe
and Espanola.
ficial stone and lined with steel. The
WANTED Two men in each coun
steel
of
Write for price.
the
cost, complete outside
ty to represent wholesale hardware
cages, will be $3,500.
PARCELLS
CO.
SAFE
C. L. POLLARD, CO..
department. Established house. Sal
216 California St., San Francisco, Ca
Fathers Juvenal and Theodore have ary $21 weekly. Expense money ad
ESPANOLA, N. AI.
one from Roswell to Carlsbad, where vanced. Address Hardware Dept. Thi
111.
thoy will be located permanently and Columbia House, Chicago,
have charge of the Catholic work in
FOR RENT A new piano.
Apply
Eddy County. Fathers Herbert and
Robert remain at Roswell in charge of New Mexican.
the work In Chaves County.
New and Second Hand Bicycles, and Bicycle
Last Sunday at Lincoln, Lincoln of FOR SALE CHEAP Several pairs
chases, 6, 7 and 8 columns, with
County, George Reed and Miss Ethel
Sundries,
side and end sticks, complete, at
metal
Hyde were married. They ran away New
Mexican
office, Santa Fe, N. M.
In
order
in
home
from their
Capitan
reto avoid parental objections, but
(km Repairing, Key Fitting, and all kinds
DO YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL
turned to Capitan after the ceremony
A NEWSPAPER7
of machine work promptly
If you do we can
and were accorded forgiveness.
fix you out, by our quick method. E.
Beginning September 15th and until October 3 1st
of
The San Simon Cattle Company,
done.
T.
&
N.
Kans.
Tennant
Co.,
"Santa Fe" will Sell Tickets
the
Topeka,
Points in CaliforEddy County, has purchased and is
mill
wind
nia and intermediates where present
preparing to erect an
are highLEARN TELEGRAPHY and Railone of the largest, if not the largest,
er
for
Same
$25.00
to points on Phoenix Line.
that has ever been placed in that sec road accounting, $50 to $100 a month.
tion.. It requires 300 feet of 31-Salary assured our graduates under
inch pipe for connecting the mill with bond. Our six schools the largest in
America and endorsed by all railroads.
the water in the well.
partir"resh Fruits in Season!
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
Write for aatalogue. Morse School of
J. T. Bond, who will install the elec
Ohio, Buffalo,
Telegraphy,
tric light plant at Artesia, Eddy Coun New York, Cincinnati,
La
Atlanta,
Georgia,
ty, decided to see if brick could not Crosse,
L. C. YOCUM,
Texas,
Wisconsin,
Texarkana,
section.
of
that
from
the clay
he made
San Francisco, California.
the services
Accordingly he secured
. .
l
uu
wuw
matter
of an expert dtick
tested the material and finds tnat it
San Miguel Street, Near tfae Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
makes a product of good quality and
Floral
which does not crumble. Arrangements
a
Cnt Flowers
Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations,
will be made to manufacture brick on
a large scale immediately.
Designa. Telephone No. 12, P. O. Box 417.
Wells Benson, of the Pecos Valley
in Eddv County near Carlsbad, last
week received a bronze medal for the
display of apples sent to the Louisiana
Purchase Exnosition at St. Louis last
AJVD
year by his father, R. S. Benson. These
Dealer In
apples were raised by irrigation, out
at
Furniture. Queensware, Guttler? Tnw4rt Mr. Benson now has on display
without
aDDles
raised
Carlsbad
irriga
Stoves and Ranges.
tion this year that are almost if not
entirely the equal of those sent to St.
Household Goods! of All Kinds Sold op Lousl.
v
Easy
ayment
Sunday afternoon at St. John's
Church in Albuquerque ocEpiscopal
Bay and Sell all kind of Seoond Hand Gooai curred the
wedding of Rev. William
of
Arizona, and Miss
Wlnslow,
Wyllie,
Dtleftatini
Embalming Ptetore
Mabel Cook, of New York City. The
bride arrived in the Duke City SaturChat. Wagner Licensed Embalmer
night from New York. Mr. Wyllie
Residence 'Phone No. 1.
Telephone No. 10. 8an Francisco 8trer. day
Is missionary in charge of the Epis- Cow Boy
Hippocopal Churches at Winslow, Gallup,
and the various missions along the
in
line of the Santa Fe Railway from Albuquerque to "Needles.

- SASH - DOORS

LUMBER

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL

$

d,

d,

s,

sea-leve-

2.45
8. H0
4.05

....Clark...,

.

..Stanley...
.Moriarty

.

0,125
6,370
6,250
6,175
6.140

LIVERY STABLE.

j

-

fruit

JJoxes

d.

WAWTS

Apples and

Your Orders

SANTA FE NOVELTY WORKS

0 ygfa

Peach Boxes
by the Car or by
the Hundred

Chcap Ratcs

$25

U

18-fo-

$25

rates

2

See Local agent for full
culars and literature
Agent.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden

1

Chas. Wagnet Ftsmittst e Co.

80RTffEI$

JttEW

FEXIC0 FAIR

FALL FESTIVAL

September 26 to 29th inclusive.

it

$7,000

?o!t?di&

f HENRY KRICK M.ut.

temp's St. Louis Beer.

All Kinds of Soda Water, Bottled California Champagne Cider,
Grape Fruit Champagne, Cherry Fruit Cider.
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
Montezuma 'Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

Telephone No. 38.

"T- H-

CLUB."

resort for gentlemen. The
best goods money car buy purity
guaranteed by your "Uncle Sam."
Fine Cigars and Tobacco.
te

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad." ,

try

sJMStk.

.

$7,000

Races. Relay Races. Indian Races. Grand spectacular
and
Acrobatic Performances by artists especially imported from
drome
the East, front of the Grand Stand, daily.
GallinasPark has the finest race course and speedway of any community
between Kansas City and Los Angeles. The entertainment which will
be offered will be high class in every respect, and unique in many particulars. The Firemen's Tournament, The Bucking Bulls, The Champion
Boy Broncho Buster of the World, Annual Convention I. O. O. F., and
the Territorial Good Roads Convention.
For full i formation address W.

A. BUDOBCKB, Sc

rotary, Las Voces, New Mexico.

Santa FeNew Mexican, Thwsday, September 28, 1905.
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SCHOQUGAIN!
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How time flies! Here it is September again and your boy must have some
good School Clothes. The growing,
romping School Boy is an expensive
proposition at best. Parents, who
have raised a few, know all about it.
They know, too, the real value of
GOOD SCHOOL CLOTHES

I have the satisfying kind, with all

the style features to please the Boy,
and back of it the solid, substantial
wear the parents always insist upon.
School Suits at $3.50 $4.50
$5.50 up to $1 1.00. I insure you
by saying: MONEY BACK, if anything goes wrong with the Clothes.

NATHAN SALMON
. .

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods
249-251-25-

3
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T. J. Smith, of Denver, visited
the
city today on his way to El Paso and
other Texas points on business.
Mrs. J. W. Zollars, of Hillsboro, who
has been on a visit here, left this
morning for Las Vegas to visit friends.
Eugene Dockweiler, son of Antonio
Dockweiler of the Pecos, is a visitor
at the Dockweiler ranch, Tesuque Valley.
Mrs. Manderfield and Miss Mander-fielare visiting friends in Las Veand
gas
seeing the Northern New
Mexico Fair.
E. G. Kinkead, of Los Angeles, who
represents a playing card manufacturing firm, was a business visitor in
Santa Fe today.
H. C. Thompson, of Kennedy, proprietor of the Santa Fe Central eating
house at that place, was in the city
today purchasing supplies.
Attorney General and Mrs. G. W.
Prlchard returned yesterday from a
two weeks visit to their old, homo in
White Oaks, Lincoln County.
George E. Fischer, of Milwaukee,
western representative of a wholesale
shoe house, called today on local dealers In the interests of his firm.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince was a passenger on the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad for the Prince Sunshine
Ranch near Espanola, this morning.
M. C. de Baca, of Conant, member
of the House of the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly from Guadalupe and
Quay Counties, was a visitor today in
the Capital.
Lou Weil, traveling salesman for a
Kansas City wholesale dry goods
house, was in the city today booking
orders. He was a passenger this afternoon for Albuquerque.
W. A. Davis, of Chicago, Interviewed
the grocers of the Capital City this
morning in an endeavor to increase
the sales of a wholesale grocery house
for which he is traveling salesman.
Elton McJunkin and M. M. Baker,
mining men from Alimas, Mexico, were
in the city today en route to Denver,
where they have gone on business con
nected with their interests in the sis
ter republic.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Chambers, of
El Paso, were arrivals in the city yes
terday afternoon. They were passen
gers this morning for Taos, where they
will witness the festivities of the feast
of San Geronimo.
Mrs. Nettie Harrison Baldwin and
Miss Ho Brown took a horseback trip
yesterday to the El Rito Valley, three
miles north of Rio Tesuque, at the
same time visiting their friends in
the Tesuque Valley.
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds and three sons
left at noon today via the Santa Fe
Central and the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railroad for Omaha, Nebras
ka, where she will visit with her parents for a month or six weeks.
Delegate W. H. Andrews, president
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, and
General Manager W. S. Hopewell of
the New Mexico Fuel and iron Company, went to Albuquerque last- night
from Las Vegas, and expect to arrive
in this city tomorrow.
John Michel, of St. Joseph, Mis
on
souri, who has been in Arizona
mining business for some time was.ln
the Capital City today en route to
his eastern home. Mr. Michel has
been in Santa Fe but twenty-fou- r
hours but says that for climate and
scenery, this city is on top.
Chairman Arthur Seligman, of the
board of county commissioners, re
turned last night from Las Vegas
where he attended a meeting of the
New Mexico board of managers of the
St. Louis Purchase Exposition.
He
was also present at the Good Roads
Convention as a delegate from Santa
Fe County.
R. C. Reid, of Roswell, attorney for
the Santa Fe Railway Company, and
who has had charge of the securing of
the right of way for the Eastern Rail
way of New Mexico, was in the city
this morning en route to his home
from Las Vegas, where he has been
attending the Northern New Mexico
Fair. He left this afternoon for Tor
rance where he will take the automo
bile line to his Chaves County home.
Carl A. Dalies, speaker of the House
of the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly and who is now manager of the
John Becker Company's store at Wil-larwas in the Capital today en
route from Las Vegas to his home,
at Willard. Mr. Dalies had been to
the Meadow City to attend the meeting of the New Mexico Board of
Louisiana Purchase Exposition Mana
gers, of which body he is vice presi
dent. He left for Willard this after
noon.
Judge Oliver B. Liddell, of Denver,
who was leading counsel in the John
Conley murder case, and Major Deane
Monahan, of same city, under whom
Conley had served in the regular army,
after attending the Conley trial here
for the past eight days, returned
home this morning via the Denver &
Rio Grande Railroad. Although they
were both very busy during
their
stay and had a serious task on hand,
d
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San Francisco Street

h

and
tney enjoyed the fine cliniaie
s
Mexico
New
of
scenic attractions
Capital greatly.
Benito Lujan and Julian Ortiz, both
well known citizens in the northern
part of Santa Fe County, returned last
atnight from Las Vegas where they
tended the Northern New Mexico Fair
and left this morning for their homes
at Pojoaque and Nambe. They were
delegates from Santa Fe County to
the Good Roads' Convention and at
tended the same. The convention was
inlargely attended and was a very
teresting affair.
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the Territorial Supreme Court, returned last evening from Las Vegas where he had
been to attend the meeting of the
New Mexico Board of Managers of the
and
Louisiana Purchase Exposition
the Good Roads' Convention. He left
this morning for Taos where he will
join his wife who has been the guest
for some time of her sister, Mrs. W.
M. Adair. Mr. and Mrs. Sena will return to the city in a week or ten days.
While there the feast of San Geronimo will be witnessed.
Supervisor John Charles, of the U.
S. Indian service, was in the city yesterday and made a thorough inspection of the walls of the Industrial
building at the U. S. Indian Training
He found
School recently burned.
them in good condition and has rec
ommended the immediate
rebuilding
of the structure upon the present site
and using the remaining walls. It is
believed that this work will be begun
as soon as official authority from the
U. S. Indian office in Washington can
be had which it is expected will be
in two weeks.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
of the U. S. Indian Training School,
left this forenoon via the Denver &
Rio Grande Railroad for Taos where
he will be for the San Geronimo feast
In order to keep tab on the doings
of the many Pueblo Indians who will
attend the feast from the Pueblos of
laos, Picuris, San Juan and others,
and of the Jicarilla Apaches, who are
always at the feast in great numbers.
He was accompanied by U. S. Deputy
Marshal Harry Cooper and both off!
cials will see to it that the laws and
regulations against the sale of intoxi
eating liquors to Indians will be strict
ly enforced during the fiesta.
General Manager James E. Hurley,
of the Santa Fe Railway
System,
failed to reach Santa Fe yesterday as
reported, being detained on inspection
of the work now being done in chang
ing tracks in Shoemaker Canon, north
of Watrous.
Mr. Hurley's special ar
rived at 11:40 this morning and re
mained in the city several hours, dur
lng wmch Mr. Hurley called upon
merchants and citizens, and also In
spected railroad affairs at the depot
General Manager Hurley was accom
panied by General Superintendent R.
J. Parker, with headquarters at La
Junta, and by Division Superintendent
Charles Russell, with headquarters at
Las Vegas. The party is engaged in
a tour of inspection. This is Superin-

Established

1856.

1903

Incorporated

SELIfipiflU BROS
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CD.

First Showing of the New Shades in

DRESS GOODS
New and Exclusive Designs and
Weaves
Stylish and
Up-to-Da- te

LADIES MISSES

CHILDREN'S

Hats

Ready-to-Weai- ?

JUST RECEIVED

The Lowest Priced House in the City
for Fine Goods
P. O. Box 219.

Phone 36.

in
GROCERIES
GiiSTco.

!

1

Staple and Fancy

For Picnics and
Lunches buy
LIBBY, M'NEILL

&

LIBBY

Canned Meats.
We have a fall
line; also
CHICKENS
alive or dressed.

S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

tendent Parker's first visit to New
Mexico, and he is agreeably impressed
with what he has seen so far.

PLAZA RESTAURANT

-

HHSBiii

;

Who

Has Reopened and will 8erve Meals
and Short Orders at all
Times

::::DAY

Take out a Health Policy, and let the Insurance

AND NIGHT::::

Company pay for your sickness.
Two New Cooks Have Been Se
cured from Denver. Only Fresh
Ranch Eggs and Batter nsed. Best
of Meat, Good Coffee Guaranteed.

DfOp to and see how it is done.
We write Fire, Life, Health, Accident.

LUNCH COUNTER

Plate Glass Insurance, and Surety Bonds.

The Plaza, Catron Block, East side Plaza,

HANNA & SPENCER

OTTO RETSCH,
Proprietor.

A Special
Invitation

&

h

l

MAJCSTIC RANOES

SOLD IN ALL

Or THE ABOVE COUNTRIES.

Dont Forget the
MAJESTIC BAKING DEMONSTRATION

At Our Store September 25-3During That
time Only, We Will Actually Give Away Free
With Every Majestic Range Sold, a Handsome Set of Ware Well Worth $7.50
0.

THE

W.

A.

M'KENZIE

228 San Francisco Street

HARDWARE

STORE

Telephone 14

v

r

Is Extended to All
TOURISTS AND
HEALTHSEEKERS

8

To Visit

SUNMOUNT TENT

1 f

"f-s-J

i

CITY

The manager will take special pleasure in showing visitors over this famous health resort. Do not leave
Santa Fe without taking a trip to the
Tent City. Bus leaves the Claire Hotel four times a day. Fare for the
round trip, 25 cents.
Legal blanks of every descrintlnn.
and conforming to the laws of New
Mexico, are on hand and for sale by
the New Mexican Printing Company.
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Famous Canc&es
PHARMACT ,

Htayleffs9 Worfd
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.

THE OLD CURIO STORE
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PAYSTHE DOCTOR'S BILL

.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, September
25, 1 905.
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style, and cooked to such a ens and sees to It that property owuuictiy mat even the dyspeptic can ers who are charged to construct sldewithout fear of after results, walks in front of the properties they
II
CITY TOPICS j partane
Tomorrow night is the time for own. act promptly, the brick now on
the illustrated lecture by Docf.cr Moul- - nan(1 will be sold and then the cry
ton, on astronomy, under'1 the auspices will be raised "cannot construct pave
of
the Woman's Board of Trade, and monts, because there are no pavement
The Elks' Bazaar of All Nations
in the city should attend. brick to be had."
everyone
opens next Monday.
The proceeds go to a worthy (ause
Hie forecast for New Mexico and
The Denver & Rio Grande
train and the audience should be
large,
Colorado is fair andvarmer weather
was again late last evening, soft
The carpenters on the new high tonight: Partly cloudy on Friday in
tracks causing the delay.
school building are pushing it to com the northern portions, with showers
Don't forget the chicken pie sii'jper
and cooler weather.
The maximum
at St. John's Methodist Church from pletion as rapidly as possible. The
brick
finished
and
in Santa Fe yesterday was
is
work
temperature
practically
5 to 8 o'clock this evening.
the heating plant and wires for light 69 degrees at 2 o'clock in the after
A new daughter has arrived at the
ing are installed. When finished San noon, the minimum was 48 at 6:30
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Herlow ta Fe will have a school
building to be o'clock in the morning, the mean was
Mother and child are doing well.
58 degrees and the relative
proud of,
humidity
'mere win be a meeting of the
San Geronlmo day at Taos, Septem was 09 per cent. At 6 o'clock this
Cathedral Guild tomorrow afternoon at ber
28th, 29th, 30th and October 1st morning the temperature was 50 de
the Parochial School, at 2:30 o'clock.
for
occasion the D. & R. G. Rail grees.
this
'
George M. Kinsell, of the Kinsell way will make a rate of $4.80 for the
24 years of age. son-inoy
Live Stock Company, is confined to round trip. Santa Fe to Servllletta law or Euier,
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Faler, who
his home No. 113 East de Vargas and return. Stage fare from Servll has been sick
for some time with tyStreet, with an attack of malaria.
letta to Taos and return, $6 for the
died last night at the
A. Reingardt is pushing the con- round trip.
Astler ranch, south of the city where
struction of his residence on lot 3,
IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD
The city authorities should take he had been employed. Deceased was
Fort Marcy Addition, directly west steps to have the Berger building on well and favorably known in the
of the Palace Hotel, as fast as pos- the southeast corner of Don Gaspar Capital City. He was
formerly era
sible.
Avenue and Water Street, torn down ployed in the meat market of Bischoff
& Ortiz and made many friends bv
The Woman's Aid
Society of the and that at once. The portion left
1:;;
Presbyterian Church will meet w:th tanding is a menace to the public his courteous treatment and pleasant
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter,
405 Palace safety and should be removed. If the ways. He leaves a widow and two sons
Avenue, tomorrow afternoon at half owner will not then it is up to the to mourn his demise. The funeral will
be held tomorrow.
marshal to have it done.
past two o'clock.
Don't forget the chicken pie supThe excavating for the building of
uu .'"Li want io go to tne moon
MANUPACTURCO BY
per at the St. John's Methodist Epis- Judge N. B. Laughlin, at the corner and see its mountains as plainly as
The
Iron Works Company
Stewart
A good of Don Gaspar Avenue and San Fran
copal Church, this evening.
you see your neighbor's house across
CINCINNATI, OHIO
supper will be served and the price cisco Street is progressing rapidly. the street, do you want to see a cra
Wlmim Fence reriMvpd tho Hiirhest Award.
is within reach of all.
Seven teams are at work hauling the ter wnicn beats Santa Fe's one that
'lal." World'sfwice
Vulr, St. Louis, 1904.
llm niciMt
you can buy.
The Capital City Band will furnish dirt from the lot and two plows are is sixty miles across and three miles
Prion
than nnpctable wood fence. Whj
.....
,.,,11 ,mi mm uuw wiia a neat. at
music for the Elks' Bazaar of All Na kept busy breaking the ground. Some deep, do you want to go to the sun
tractive IRON FENCE.
tions throughout the two weeks that of this dirt is being hauled to the and see one of old King Sol's storms
"I.AMT A LIFETIME."
Over li
,,f Iron
used
some
of
is
while
it
which lasted three days and durinir
being
the Bazaar will be run. This will be river,
Iron t lower Vnu Kence,
shown
in
in
the
streets
our
of
the
which
a
mass
city
of
catalogues.
repairing
material
estimated to
quite an attraction by itself.
Low Prices
e as large as the earth was thrown
A
of
on
blemish
serious
the
beauty
will
J. B. Aylesworth has purchased the
200,000
or
do
of
Fe
is
the
miles,
remains
the
charred
surprise you
you want to step
photograph studio from Mrs. C. G. Santa
Awn
oai.t.
or our solar system and into
SEE TJS
Kaadt and has taken possession of the old granary on the Fort Marcy Add! outsine
tne
of
Vis
Hotel.
depths
space and have revela
same. He is a good artist and expects tion, opposite the Palace
to remain in Santa Fe permanently. itors to the city, and especially those tions oi the universe that the human
at the Palace, remark about could scarce conceive of? If you do,
The Hanna Live Stock Company has stopping
the poor management, or whatever it if you want, to enlarge your horizon as
a new advertisement in today's issue
To leave it has never been enlarged bv read
Is, of the city government.
of the New Mexican, which is of inin
dry
a blight like this building on the ing, study or lecture before, then at- - ?arry on its investigations
terest to housewives. All varieties of
The
areas.
by
farming
tend
Dr.
agricultural
Moulton's
of the city is an outrage and
lecture
at
the
grounds
meat, the best that can be butchered. it should be removed at once.
only area in which we now have funds
court house Friday evening.
to begin this work is
the Great
Owing to the Elks' Bazaar of All
A pumpkin weighing
and
u seems that there is a mania in Plains
which is bounded on the
area,
Nations, the Capital City Club will not
f
pounds, which was raised in ihe city for throwing paper and refuse west by the 104th and on the east
hold its regular dances in October.
the garden of Mrs. J. H. Bell, south of on me streets. Persons en vine- ihn
The next dance to be given by the
by the 9Sth meridian of longitude; on
the city, is on exhibition at the gro- postofflce persist in throwing the wrap- the south
club will be on Halowe'en night, Ocby the.32d and on the north
cery store of H. S. Kaune & Company. pers taken from papers and discard by the 49th
.
tober 31.
parallels of latitude.
The pumpkin is well formed and in ed envelopes, on the street instead of
This area includes only a small por
The Capital City Band is practicing fine condition. Mr. Kaune invites in- putting them in the boxes
provided by tion of New Mexico, a strip about fifty
regularly now preparing for the two spection of same and says that if any the Woman's Board of Trade for that miles
wide across the east side of
weeks' work during the Elks' Bazaar one in the east or
ins disposition 01 papers the Territory, but it is
anywhere outside inn puss.
supposed to
of All Nations. A number of new of New Mexico can beat it for size, and
envelops is fairly good indica include nearly all the semi-ariland
pieces have been mastered and the shape and weight that he will "set tion that persons do not care whetheast
of
the
Rockv
Mountains.
will
be
of
the best.
programs
Knnia T,v
em up."
pr
v.. wuiiHi
,
i H.i n.tjj,
ii ii
I..
...mi .
i v io
is iitrii
it....
jinn.1
uujieu uicU ij will soon Ue pOSThe chicken pie supper to be given
The band concert last night by Pro nlt.no. t Lilijui5 jmue-ttuu decaying
tn ovtanri lliic runvh- W
h
by the ladies of the Methodist Chinch fessor Perez's Artillery Band, was en auu uuiniiea iruit are anvfh nr hut areas
farther west, but at pres
at the church this evening will be joyed by a large number of Santa the proper articles to beautify a citv. ent welying
see no way of taking up the
much better than the supper at home. Feans. The crowd in the Plaza was A little more pride in the Capital Citv work in
the Estancia Valley. In the
Take the famly and try it.
not as large as is usual for the Sunday and a little less personal antagonism meantime, if your conditions are sim
C. D. Case and L. W. Caso, of this evening concerts, but this can partially in regard to its welfare are very much ilar to those in
parts of the Great
be accounted for by the absence of needed. The right way to do is for Plains area, the experiments conduct
city, and John E. McKenna, of
Torrance County, wero initiated many people, who are at Las Vegas. everyone to put his or her shoulder to ed within this area will be applicable
into the mysteries of the Elks at the The concert was good, however, and the wheel and get out of the rut not to your problems.
Very truly.
regular meeting of Santa Fe Lodge, when next Sunday the program is ren- sink lower in the mire.
W. M. HAYS,
No. 460, B. P. O. Elks, last night.
dered in the afternoon, the Plaza will
Acting Secretary.
Laplace said, contemplated as one
The matter has been referred to
The ladies of the Methodise Church be a mass of living beings.
grand whole astronomy is the most
will serve a chicken pie supper a
The city administration is reminded beautiful monument of tlie human Honorable W. H. Andrews, who upon
"the parlors of the church this evening that the penitentiary authorities have mind, the noblest record of its Intelli- going to Washington for the session
from 5 to 8 o'clock. The proceeds are paving brick for sale at this time. gence. It is this great subject which of Congress in December, will take
for the aid of the church and the sup- There are plenty of purchasers out- Dr. F. R. Moulton will present to his up this matter personally and urge the
per should be liberally patronized. side of this city for paving brick and, audience at the court house next Fri- department of agriculture to give New
Mexico part of the appropriation for
Chicken will be served in the old- - unless the city administration awak- - day evening. Dr. Moulton,
college with the intention of becom the purpose named in order that ex
ing a lawyer. His taste for mathe- periments and trials may be made in
matical sciences was so nronounced several of the counties of the Terri
We
and his success in these lines was such tory, especially in the Estancia Valley,
believe in doctors. They believe
that at the age of nineteen his college and in Quay, Guadalupe, Valencia and
in us. We give them the formula
appointed him to an instructorshtp in Lincoln Counties.
-
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COOL SUMMER

FURNISHINGS
For the Porch and
Garden.

n

-

pnoici-maiarl-

ijjlli-

We Sell Iron Fence

11

0'

of Seasonable

LINE

Goods is

very complete
such as Refrigerators
Ice ( ream Freezers, Ice Cool
ers. A fine new line of Hammocks, Croquet Sets, Etc.
-

FRUIT JAR RUBBERS, LLOYD'S
FRUIT JAR TOPS. NEWEST
AND BEST ON MARKET.
The Washing Machine
herewith
shown has no equal on the market.
Try it and be convinced.

u.n

fifty-tw-

TELEPHONE

NO. 26.

TELEPHONE

NO. 26.
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one-hal-

Yellow Free Peach
Cts.

-

,

1

d

-

.

I

.

11.

.
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En-cin-

-

1

For canning and preserving 2
:
:
:
Nectarines
Large Grapes and. Plums : 2
Pears for preserving and
pickling

:

:

1-

-2

1-

-2

Cts.

to 3

lb

2-- 2

lb

to 3
to

:

-2

1-

3

lb
1-

lb

-2

To be stire of getting what you want-lea- ve
yotir orders now !

MUNE

H. S.

& CO.

I

Si MONTEfJIE

DUDROW

Cherry .Pectoral.

Ayers

of our Cherry Pectoral. They
order it for coughs, colds, bron.fflKSi;:
chitis, croup, the grip.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

ALBUQUERQUE

$2,000,000.00.

Deposits
We Pay

Interest on Term

His contributions to asastronomy.
tronomical journals are distinguished
for their orginality and their far reach
ing importance. His Nebular Hypothe
sis attracted attention the world over,
and won for him the unusual honor of
being asked to write the division of
Cosmogony for the great German EnScience
cyclopedia of Mathematical
now being published. He has published the only book in English on Celestial Mechanics and it immediately became a standard work in every institution in the world where such subjects are cultivated. It is one of the
few American scentiflc books which
has been translated into foreign languages. He is now preparing a took
on general descriptive astronomy. It is
this line of thought and knowledge
which he will present to us in this
city.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

1
THE HANNA LIVE STOCK CO.
First Door West of Cartwright Davis Co. Store.

assistant to the
general manager of the Santa Fe Central Railway, has written to the Department of Agriculture requesting it
to extend its investigations and experiments as to deep plowing and the
S. B. Grimshaw,

d

THE

GREATEST

BEAT

HOUSE

IN

SANTA

Campbell soil culture meth-

FE. ods to the Estancia Valley. The department says that it is not yet able
to do much in this line as per the following letter to Mr. Grimshaw:

Our Meats are the Freshest and Best
That Money Can Buy Anywhere
en Varieties of Beef Steam, veal, imition,

::::::

the
all.
use
the

PRINTERS
STRIKE FOR 8 HOURS.
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 28. Two hun
dred union job printers struck nere
today for an eight hour day.

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dudrow's Office Building.
Day Telepone 35.

BROOKLYN
'

If you cannot afford to pay for a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings, it Is a
good paper to scad to your friends.

SPANISH 8UPPER3.
In the preparation of those famous
DEEP SOIL CULTURE EXPERIMENT. Spanish Suppers, Mr. Conway has employed the best talent obtainable.
Needed in Estancia Valley and Sur- Drop Into the Bon Ton Lunch Counter
near the Normandle Hotel and try the
rounding Country Application to
"hot stuff.'
of
Agriculture.
Secretary

Deposits.

POSITIVELY

LIVE BETTER SAVE MORE.
To live better and save more is
big idea that goes to bed with us
Most of us fail because we don't
the means at our hand. Board at
Bon Ton Restaurant and Hotel.

Undertakers and
Embalmers

VISITORS AND 8T RANGERS
If you are a visitor or stranger In
the city and desire some place to
spend your leisure hours where you
will not get 'mesome and where you
will receive the most cordial welcome, drop into "The Club." All the
popular games and best brands of li
quors and cigars.

VISITING CARDS.
"Washington, Sept. 14, 1905.
cards de vislte and wed
Engraved
& Bacon Mr. S. B. Grimshaw, General Manager
a specialty at the
invitations
ding
Santa Fe Central Railway, Santa
New
Mexican
office.
Any
printing
Fe, N. M.
one
In
do
need
willl
of
such
standing
Dear Sir Replying to your favor of
well to call at this office and examine
August 29th, I will say that it is the
of work and prices.
general policy of the department to samples, style

Sundays and nlgnte at

Mr.

llew piexiGO

Your Orders Pat Up and Delivered to all Parts
of Santa Fe.
Phone No. 64

Hanna. Ret.

111,

Johnson

Efnpipni

Tel.

12

Bureau

AND REALTY CO.
Morion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

GALL AND SEE OUR LIST OF
PROPERTIES FOR SALE

MONEY
TO LEND

,

Pork, flam

I. B.

103 Palace Avenue.

'Phone

No. 166.

if
if!1'

Just One Trial Will Convince You that the Purest and Best Soda
Water

in New Mexico is

'I

Obtainable at
f,

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

6
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NEWS NOTES

l(

The board of trade of Phoenix has
raised by public subscription
the sum
of $9,000 for the proposed beet sugar
factory.
On account of the heavy rains that
have fallen in northern Arizona during the summer, and the excellent
manner in which feed in the southern
portions is holding out, cattle owners
appear to be of the opinion that they
can get their prices if they hold out
long enough.
Rafael Bravo was fatally injured by
having a horse fall with him at
The animal reared and fell
backwards.
The horn of the saddle
caught the rider in the chest inflicting
fatal injuries.
The vaquero was employed by John Hand at Lochiel. He
died after being taken to Benson.
A. P. George, George Buxton, T. F.
McCann and B. C. Gleason, of Bisbee,
are in Kansas City closing arrangements with the manufacturers for a
windmill recently invented by Mr.
George. Kansas City is to be the
general headquarters of the company
recently organized to handle the mill.
There will be a concatentation of the
s
in Douglas
Mystic Order of
Saturday next and six candidates will
be initiated into the mysteries of the
order. Judge McDonald and Alderman
Stacey, the only Douglas members of
the order will do the heavy work, and
the new members will hail from Douglas, Cananea and Naco.
The members of the Presbyterian
Church of Douglas have been busily
engaged in raising a church fund, and
now have $8,000 in the bank with
which to begin building. The plans
for the church have been drawn by a
Los Angeles firm of architects, and
contemplate the spending of $9,000 on
the building, which will be erected on
the southeast corner of the church

SHOULD USE

Lo-chie- l.

For Permanent Relief
It

will cure CONSTIPAIs entirely free
MALARIA AND CHILLS.
DYSPEPSIA,
from all poisonous mineral substances, and is composed solely of
G
HERBS. Especially adapted for weak and weary
constitutions; strengthens the weakened glands and organs; it checks
all derangements of the human body.

HERBINE acts directly on the liver.

TION,
LIFE-GIVIN-

CURED HER SICK HEADACHE
Mrs. Josie Cameron, Centralis Avenue, Temple,
Texas, writes: " I find HERBINE gives me quick
relief, and take pleasure in recommending it to all
women who saner from sick headache."
WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL

Avoid All

Fifty Cents A Bottle

Substitute!

Louis, U. S. A.

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

mm
FARING

LAJJDS UfIDEI( IRIIGATIOJi

SYSTE.

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered for sale in tracts of forty ac res and upwards. Price of land
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 er acre, according to
location. Payments may be made in ten ycr installments. Alfalfa,
grains, fruits of all kinds, and su gar beets grow to perfection.

COLD MINES.

this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and Baldy, where Important
mineral discoveries have lately b een made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the mining regulations of the company,
which are as favorable to the pros pector as the U. S. Government
On

laws.

Near Raton, N. M., on this gran t, are located the coal mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
farming or prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
,

The Maxwell Land Grant
RATO?, NEW MEXICOI

Cp

-

SLow Rates
Superior Service
SUMMER TOURIST TICKETS
From Denver, Colorado Springs and Puef lo

....
....

St. Louis.
Buffalo

.

St. Paul

Minneapolis

.

to

$28.50 Chicago
57.75 Detroit

.

.

.

.

.

....

31.50 Boston
31.50 Montreal

.

.

.

.

.

$33.50
46.35
73.50

58.50

.

CORRESPONDINGLY LOW RATES FROM ALL
COLORADO
On sale daily

POINTS

return limit October 31st,

until October 1st
via

ASK FOR IT.
Our 16 years' experience is yours
for the asking; but you must ask. We
shall not bother you. Go to the Bon
Ton Lunch Counter and order anything to eat and it will be prepared
by persons of long experience in the
art of cooking.

ATTORN

EYS-AT-LA-

HANNA & SPENCER,

ONE-HAL-

Attorneys at Law.
Offices Griffin Block.
'Phone 66.

CASH; BALAINCE $5 PER MONTH

F

"And Pay

N. S. ROSE.
Attorney at Law.
ESTANCIA : : : : NEW MEXICO

Choice of Any Stee Machine, Prices:

$22, $30, $40, $50, $60.

$15,

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at Law.
New Mexico,
District Attorney, Luna County.

Deming,

WILLIAM

--

Attor

I. LLEWELLYN,

at Law.

Las Cruces. New
District Attorney for Dona
At Tucson Judge Campbell handed Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra
down a decision in the famous
ties, Third Judicial District.

Records:

50 Cents, $ and $1.50 each; $5, $10

Needles

and $J5 per dozen.
0 Cents per I 00; 60 Cents per i ,000.

:

Mexico.

lot.

Ana,

WRITE FOR CATALOGS

Coun-

Silver Bell case. The
f
decision was favorable to the
EDWARD C. WACE,
interests and Steinfeld must
Attorney at Law.
pay the amount contended for, more
Practices in All the Courts.
than $300,000. An attorney's fee of "Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a
$15,000 was ordered paid by the corSrecialty."
poration to its attorneys, Messrs. E. Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
A. Meewe, of Los Angeles, and Here
ford & Hazzard and Prank Doan, of
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
Tucson.
General.)

THE

Zeck-endor-

(Late Surveyor
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
track a race that 'promises to be one Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
of the best of the year. Bar Nine,
owned by H. M. Merrill, of SolomonA. B. RENZHAN,
Practices in the 'Supreme and Disville,. and the Dun More, from Thatcher' are the principals and the gallop trict Courts. Mining and. Land Law a
will be for a purse of $200. Both Specialty.. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Buildhorses have strong admirers in the val ing, Palace Avenue Santa Fe, N. M.
ley who are willing to back up their
EMMETT PATTON,
judgment with good, hard coin of the
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
realm, so that it is certain to be a
Box 96.
Roswell, New Mexico,
day of money changing for this burg. Office Over Citizen's National Bank,
The first publication in the TerriE. C. ABBOTT,
tory published in the interests exclu
sively, of schools and education is
Attorney at Law.
tne "Ichabod Crane," a monthly issued
Practices in the District and Sa
at Solomonville, in Graham County. preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
In a salutatory item the publishers tention given to all business.
say that the paper will be issued
District Attorney for the Counties of
monthly during the school year and Santa' Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
will print anything and everything of Juan. Santa Fe New Mexico.
interest to the educational interests
oi Graham County. Politically the
G. W. PRICHARD,
editors say they have charity for both
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
parties, but no graft with either. The
Practices in all the District Courts
editors are W. A. Moody and C. E and
gives special attention to cases
Price.
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
News of a wedding which will no Office, Capitol Eldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
doubt surprise the many friends of
the groom, was that of Herbert C.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Williams of Bisbee, who was quietly
Attorney at Law.
married to Miss Sarah Andrews
of (District Attorney for Second Judicial
Washington, D. C, at Las Vegas, New
District.)
Mexico, the first of this week. Mr.
Practices in the District Courts and
Williams slipped out of the city with- the Supreme Court of the
Territory,
out letting his intentions become also before the United States
Supreme
known to any but a few of his inti- Court In
Washington.
mate friends, and the news will
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
therefore be a great surprise to his
many friends in Bisbee. Mr. and Mrs.
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
Williams have gone to housekeeping
Bisbee Review.

KNIGHT-CAMBPfc-

MUSIC COMPANY

LL

The Largest Music Concern in Colorado. Retail Warerooras
Occupy Entire Five Floors of Building at
CALIFORNIA ST.
1625-27-29-3-

DENVER, COLORADO.

On Saturday, October
7th, there
will be pulled on ' the Solomonville

in Bisbee.

the Freight!

The Best Talking Machine'ProposMon Ever Offered.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe, Pr.lace Ave.
Office, Sena Block.

Double the size of any similar concern in the West.

Pianos. Organs, Piano Players. Player Pianos
Music Boxes, Small Musical Merchandise,
Sheet Music. Etc , Etc., Etc.
WRITE FOR CATALOGS AND PRICES

r0T

OJO CALIEJJTE

SPRINGS.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are tose waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to
located in the midst of the Ancient
in the following diseases: Paralysis,
west
miles
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial AffecFe, and about twelve miles from
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Rio
and
tlhe
on
'Denver
Station,
Grande Railway, from which point a Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
dally line of stages runs to the springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1
The temperature of these waters Is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate train upon request. This resort is atthe year tractive at all seasons and is open all
very dry and delightful
round. There is now a commodious winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
hotel for the convenience of Invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Callente at 4 7. m. the same
from Santa
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip
to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further
Fe
Hot
alkaline
the
richest
gallon, being
Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
e

Bar-anc- a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.M.

Ojo Caliente, Taos County,

iP

FFiFt

DR. JAMES A. MASSIE.
WHITE'S
At present at New York Eye and
ADMINISTRATION NOTICE.
Ear Infirmary will resume practice
October 1, 1905.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
Diseases of the Eye, microscopical
For 20 Years Has Led all Worn Remedies.
In the matter of the estate of Ale- examination of sputum,
urinalysis,
BOIiD BY AXiXi
jandro Mora deceased notice is here- eot.
prepared by
JAMES F. BALLARD,
by given that the above estate has
Office Palace Avenue.
been fully administered and all reports
and accounts and vouchers have been
Osteopathy.
filed in the office of the clerk of the
said court for examination, and that
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
the undersigned will on the 2d day
Osteopath.
of October at 10 o'clock a. m., 1905,
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
file his final report and ask to be
Successfully treats acute and chronic
discharged as administrator of said
diseases without drugs or
estate, and any objections to such
medicines.
final report and final settlement of
No charge for consultation.
said estate will be then and there
Hours: 2 m., 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.
heard.
VIDAL

VVORMS

N

CREAmT

VERWIFUCEl

israams

?

St. Louls.

LOW RATES

carte.

EXCURSIONS.

2--

Special Excursion Rates
d

One Fare Plus $2.00.
12-1-

8;

7-- 8,

13-1- 4;

5.

UBL3 DAILY THROUGH SERVICE
From Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo to Kansas
City and St. Louis, making direct connections at Union
stations for all points East and South.

Pullman standard sleeping cars reclining chair cars;
6eats free. Through tourist sleeping cars to Kansas
City,
St. Louis and Chicago.

K00SER,

J. H. GINET, JR.,

G. W. F. & P. A.,
1700 Stout

T. P.
Street, Denver, Colo.

Administrator, Etc.

Attest:

return, August 3 ; limit August 19.
Kansas City and return August
limit Sept.
Richmond, V..., ami return Sept.
Sept. 21.
Philadelphia, Pa., and retur
final limit,
Sept.

H. B.

Talking Machine

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

MORA,

OctoL.r

WE WILL SELL YOU A

PROFESSIONAL CAMS

DHTJGGIBTS.

Dining
Cars.
Meals

L- -

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE."

i

Electric
Fans and
Electric
Lights.

a la

I FOR THE 3ULPHUR3.
in New Mexico will tell
doctor
Any
you there Is no mineral water In the
world to compare with it. We are sole
dealers and after many experiments at
considerable cost have found a way to
bottle in natural state A laxative a
tonic a nerve builder and blood puri- fler. Saves a
ip to the springs.
Mail orders ipllclted.
AKERS & TOWNSEND,
Sole Distributors.

Hoo-Hoo-

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
St

905.

HO

ARIZONA

SicR Headache

1

A.,

MARCOS

(Seal)

CASTILLO,
Probate Clerk.

Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
CORBETT

COLLINS.

...Civil and Mining Engineers

U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
SOMETHING ABOUT OYSTERS.
ASSAYING.
Oysters are of little good unless East 8lde Plaza
Santa Fe. N. M.
cooked in the proper way. The Bon
Ton Lunch Counter has a cook who
Architects.
has spent most of his life as a special
oyster cook. After you have eaten one
HOLT & HOLT,
of his stews or frys you will call for
Architects and Civil Engineers.
more. It is all in the cooking.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all kinds
The New Mexican Printing Company planned and superintended. Office,
has the largest facilities and most Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas.
modern machinery for doing all kinds Phone 94.
of Printing and Binding in first-clas- s
style. Manufacturers of Loose-Lea- f
VERE O. WALLINGFORD,
Ledgers. Pamphlet and Book Work a
Architect.
specialty. Beat Bcok Bindery in the First National Bank Block,
Southwest.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Legal
Spanish

blanks both English and
for sals by the New Mexican

Printing Company.

R. M. NAKE,

Architect
Santa Fe,

and Builder.
New Mexico.

Louisville. Kentucky. Penver, Colorado Springs,
and Pueblo, Colorado. Chicago, Saint Louis. Memphis,
Kansas City, all points North and East.
To

"VIA
EL PASO JiORTHEASTERfl and

I(0q

ISLAND SYSTEMS.
LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT

Fastest Schedules Finest Equipment
--

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

Dining Cars All the

Way-Sh-

For further Information call
V. R.

Line East.

ort
on

jr address

STILES.
T,

Ant

ft P .N. ft Swoto.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

0

f.

Santa Fc New Mexican, Thctsday, Sfptemtei 26. 1905,

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO

you know quite as well as I do mat It
Is perfectly true. The dinners were a
beastly bore, which proves that they
were a loud success. Your work wns
not done In vain. But now I want
something else. We must push along
this ball we've been talking of. And
the yachting miU--Uni- t
can't wait
very much longer."
"The bull first," she decreed. "I'll
see to the cards at once, and In a
day
or two I'll have a list
ready for your
gracious approval. And what have von

7
SAN GERONIMO CELEBRATION.

SANTA FE ROUTE

At Taos September 28, 29, 30 and On
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
October 1, 905.
ARRIVE.
The business men and citizens of
No. 721
u:oi p. m.
Taos, New Mexico, are making unusual
No- - "3
efforts to make this one of the most
p.
No- - 725
LA VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
9:40 p. m.
and largest exhibitions of
interesting
...By...
DEPART.
Indian manners and customs ever held
GEORGE BARR M'CUTCHEON
10 a. m.
in the Territory. A daily program has No. 720
(Richird Grtave)
4 :20 p. m.
been arranged for Indian games, No. 722
7:30 p. m.
aances, and foot aj i ony races, In d No. 724
Copyright, 904, by Hotbert S. Stone & Compiny
No. 720 connects with No. 2
ditlon to which the Santa Fe band will
be engaged for the occaslcn and ar
done"
wo. 722 connects with No. 1 west
"Pettlngill has some great Ideas for rangements are now in progress for
No. 724 connects with No.
This masterful romance wis started doing over Sherry's. Harrison is in securing the Carnival Shows from
west
the bound.
in the Issue of Monday, September 18, communication with the
manager of Territorial Fair at Albuquerque.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
1905. Back numbers can be secured that Hungarian orchestra
you spoke
Ample arrangements have been
No. 7 will stop at all
by addressing or calling at he office of, and he finds the men quite ready made for the accommodation of a
stations, Lam
large to
or tne New Mexican Priming Com- - lor a little jaunt across the water. We number of people and reduced rates
Albuquerque to discharge passenof
gers from Santa Fe.
have that military band I've forgotten transportation hav teen
pany.
arranged.
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.
the number of its regiment for the
A. S. BARNEY,
Uty ticket office, Catron Block, east
promenade music, and the new Paris Traveling Passenger Agent of the Den
CHAPTER XII.
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ver and Rio Grande Railroad.
REWSTER made a good story of sensation, the contralto, is coming over
the holdup at the club, but he with her primo teuore for some special
did not relate all the- details. numbers."
"You were certainly cut out for an
SOMETHING NEW AT LAS
One of the listeners was a new
D. &. R.
SYSTEM
executive, Monty," said Mrs. Dan.
VEGAS FAIR AND
public commissioner who was aggres
FESTIVAL
Santa Fe Branch.
sive in his efforts at reform. Accord "But with the music and the decora
,s wnat we want
uveuj
tions
The
TIME
TABLE.
arranged you've only begun.
persons spend thousands of ' Many
on
ingly Brewster was summoned to head
dollars
are
favors
real
the
and
if
things,
you
Effective
November
7th, I904.
quarters the next morning for the pur
Hearcn'ns for something
litwe'll
the
word
a
them
new.
surprise
perhaps you're one of those who
pose or looking over the "suspects" say
1.
be
S48T BoriHn
W18T BOUND
that had been brought in. Almost the tle. Don't worry about it, Monty. It's
"cw"essTaKe our word for
No. 426. MlLId
No42S
it: Between September 9Pi art A 29
Stations
first man that he espied was a rough a go already. We'll pull it off
by
11:00a
looking fellow whose Identity could not
.Lt ...SaDta Fe ....Ar.. 8:30 p you'll find it near horn
"You are a thoroughbred, Mrs. Dan," 2:61 p ....0..
ou won t have to
...84..
Lv.. 1:26 p
be mistaken. It was Bill.
...Eipanola
spend much mnn.
" .. 12:26.0 ey, nor
..Embudo
he exclaimed. "You do help a fellow ZUlp ...53.
go very far tn boo if
"Hello, Bill," called Monty gavlv.
3:00 p ..61
" ,. 11:36 p
. .Barranca
a
at
4:02 p,,..81..
pinch."
Bill ground his teeth for a second, but
.Servllleta.. .. " .. 10:29 p fee to Las Vegas Fair and Festival.
p ...91..
"That's all right, Monty," she an 4:32
..TregPledras. "" .. 10:00 d
Attention is called to the
One and one-ha- lf
nis eyes had such an appeal In them
6:35 p
cents noi tviiin
125..
.Antonlto
..
swered. "Give me until after Christ8:39 p ,.153...
" .. 8:10p
.Alamoia
6:40 p each way is all it will cost.
that Monty relented.
Just $2 50
3:00
" .. 12:40 p from
a . .287...
.Pueblo
Santa Fe to Las Vegas and
"You know this fellow, Mr. Brew mas and I'll have the finest favors 4:22 ii ..sen...
Sprlugi. " .. 11:07 p
ever seen. Other people may have 7:20 a ..406... Ar. ,.Colo
.Denver
Lv.. 8:30 p
ster?" demanded the captain quickly.
their paper hats and pink ribbons, but
See Santa Fe agent at nn
Bill looked utterly helpless.
n
fn
Trains
at Embudo for dinner
"Know Bill?" questioned Monty in you can show them how the thing where goodstop
particulars.
n vnrm
are
meals
served.
ought to be done."
surprise. "Of course I do, captain."
Santa Fe, N. M.
Connections.
Her reference to Christmas haunted
"He was picked up late last night
At
Antonlto
for Durango, Stlverioo
and detained because he would give no Brewster as he drove down Fifth ave and intermediate
points.
nue with the dread of a new disaster.
account
his
of
actions."
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A.,
At Alamosa for Den"er, Pueblo and
L. C. YOCUM. Agent
had
he
looked
Never
before
presupon
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
"Was It as bad as that, Bill?" asked
Intermediate points via e nherthe standents as a calamity, but this year It ard
line
via
La Veta Pass or the
Brewster, with a smile. Bill mumbled
gauge
Santa Fe, N. M.
Topeka, Kansas.
was different. Immediately he began narrow
gauge via Salida, making the
Palace: Wallace Bowie. Gallun- - mi.
something and assumed a look of defi- to
friends
plan a bombardment of his
entire trip in day light and passing ton Mc.Tunkin, M. M.
ance. Monty's attitude puzzled him
Baker. Alimm
with costly trinkets, when he grew sud- surouga tne c amuub JiU X Ab UOKUE
Mexico;
sorely. He hardly breathed for an inE.
George
MilwauFischer,
on
ail
for
Creede branch.
denly doubtful of the opinion of his abo
points
stant and gulped perceptibly.
kee; John Michael, St.
Lou
Joseph;
uncle's executor upon this move. But
S. K. Hoor-KU- ,
A ,
G.
K
"Pass Bill, captain. He was with me
Weil, Kansas City; w. A.
Davis, Chi- In response to a telegram Swearengen
Denver
Col",
last night just before my money was
v.6u, i. j. smith, Denver; K. G.
Jones, with pleasing Irascibility, in
A. S. Barnky,
kead, Los Angeles; R c
taken, and he couldn't possibly have formed him that
Ro-j"any one with a drop
robbed me without my knowledge.
Traveling
Passenger
Agent well.
of human kindness in his body would
Claire: John Charles, N Hu-h- el
Wait for me outside, Bill. I want to
talk to you. I'm quite sure neither of consider It his duty to gWe Christmas
Qenver; Harry Cooper, Albuquerque;
WAY TO LIVE.
THE
the thieves Is here, captain," concluded presents to those who deserved them."
'Scenic Line of the World."
Better live rich than die rich. Many Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Chambers, El
Brewster after Bill had obeyed the or- Monty's way was now clear. If his who skimp themselves would live Paso; C. R. Dwire, Taos; Carl A
friends meant to handicap him with
der to step out of the line.
Dalies, Wlllard; H. c. Thompson!
he knew a way to get even. For rich if they would only board at the
Outside the door the puzzled crook gifts
Bon
Ton Lunch Counter and Hotel. Kennedy; Edwin Forbes, Chicago- J
and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
W. Orchard, Encino; M. C.
met Brewster, who shook him warmly two weeks his mornings were spent at
do Baca'
Tiffany's, and the afternoons brought Regular meals only 25 cents they Conant.
by the hand.
cost
would
50
cents
elsewhere.
anto
of
in
the
heart
dealer
Short
all
and
every
Colorado Points.
Springs,
"You're a peach," whispered Bill Joy
at moderately reasonable Normandie: J. B. Hoffman. J.
tiquities in Fourth and Fifth avenues. orders
"What
did
gratefully.
you do it for, He gave much thought to the matter prices. The best of everything al- Hillyer, J. c. Horner, Chicago; W
at Denver with All Lines East and
W. Lankerstead. Denvermister?"
a
m
In the effort to secure many small ar ways on hand in its proper season.
Dowell,
Dr. J. B. 'toaster
"Because
Trinidad;
were
kind
you
not
ticles
which
enough
concealed
their
West. Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by
elaborately
Creston, la.; Robert McMillan, Bis- to cut my shirt"
value. And he had taste. The result of
LIVERY STABLE LAW.
ee, ahz.; junan Ortiz. Namho Ale- all
"Say,
you're
that's
what.
right,
his
was
endeavor
that
friends
other lines.
many
According to the Williams Livery jandro Fresquez, Las Vegas.
Would you mind havin' a drink with who would not have
thought of remem Stable Law, passed by the 36th Legisme? It's your money, but the drink
bering Monty with even a card were lative Assembly and
approved by Gov
won't be any the worse for that. We pleasantly surprised on Christmas eve.
ernor Otero, every keeper of a livery
blowed most of It already, but here's
As it turned out, he fared very well
HO ! OYSTERS, HO I
what's left." Bill handed Monty a roll In the matter of gifts, and for some stable is required to post a copy of the
The first oysters of the season will
law
a
in
In
his
conspicuous
place
of bills.
be found at
days much of his time was spent In
"I'd 'a' kept It if you'd made a reading notes of profuse thanks which stable. The law is for the protection Counter, at Conway's Bon Ton Lunch
reasonable price. And
of
stable
dead
livery
keepers against
fight," he continued, "but it ain't square were yet vaguely apologetic. The Grays
know how to cook them too '.
they
wno
ana
oeais
persons
to
any
damage
keep it now."
trains. No 'iresome delays at any
and Mrs. Dan had remembered him
Brewster refused the monev. but with an agreeable lack of ostentation, vehicle or Injure any animal hired
took back his watch.
and some of the Little Sons of the from a livery stable. The New Mexi
station.
"Keep it, Bill," he said. "You need It Rich who had kept one evening a can has printed the law neatly upon
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
is rtady to fill all or
more than I do. It's enough to set you fortuight open for the
purpose of "us- cardboard and
up in some other trade. Why not try ing up their meal tickets" at Monty's ders at $1.00 for ea h poster la Eng
For illustrated a lvertising matter or information,
MASONIC.
It?"
were only too generously grateful. lish or In Spanish.
"I will try, boss." And Bill was so Miss Drew had forgotten him, and
address or apply to
ALL WRONG.
Montezuma Lodge No.
profuse In his thanks that Monty had when they met after the holiday her
A. F. and A. M.
1,
was
of
the
in
coldest.
He had
aimcuity
getting away. As he recognition
S. K. HOOPER. G.
T. A..
communicaRegular
climbed into a cab he heard Bill say: thought that under the circumstances The Mistake is Made By Many Santa
Fe Citizens.
tion first Monday of
"I will try, boss, and, say, if ever I can he could send her a gift of value, but
A. S. BARNEY. T. P. A
IN.W.
do anything for you jes' put me nex'. the beautiful pearls with which he askeach
at Masonic
Don't mistake the cause of backache.
I'm nex' you all de time."
ed for a reconciliation were returned
at
7:30
Hall,
p. m.
know
be
To
must
the
cured
you
He gave the driver the name of bis with "Miss Drew's thanks." He loved
cause.
as
but
he
was passing the Wal
club,
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M.
It is wrong to imagine relief is
dorf he remembered that he had sevALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
cure.
eral things to say to Mrs. Dan. The
Santa Fe Chapter, No. 1,
Backache Is kidney ache.
order was changed, and a few mo
A. M. Regular
R.
must
You
cure
the
kidneys.
ments
later
he
was received in Mrs.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.- n second Monday
A
how
tells
Fe
resident
Santa
you
Dan's very special den. She wore
FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE. STEAMSHIP
each
in
can
be
month at Masondone.
this
TICKETS
something soft and graceful In lavenTO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
ic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
Cipriano Chavez, county jailer of
der, something that was light and
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
Agua Fria Street says; "I had attacks
wavy and evanescent and made you
of backache for three or four years. ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.
watch its changing shadows. Monty
looked down at her with the feeling
Latterly they were of much longer
duration and occurred much more freSanta Fe Commandery No.
that she made a very effective picture.
quently. For 20 days before I went
"You are looking pretty fit this
1, K. T. Regular conclave
to Ireland's Pharmacy there was no
fourft. Monday L each
morning, my lady," he said by way of
let up to the dull aching and nagging
month at Masonic Hall, at
preamble. "How well everything plays
pain despite the fact that I used medi:30 p m.
W. E. GRIFFIN. B. C.
up to you!"
and wore plasters. Two days' W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
cines
"And you are unusually courtly.
treatment with Doan's Kidney Pills
Monty," she smiled. "Has the world
was sufficient to let me know that
treated you so generously of late?"
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
the remedy was going to the root of
"It is treating me generously enough
the cause and a continuation of it for
ust now to make up for anything,"
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
some time stopped the very severe
and he looked at her. "Do you know,
Pythias.
Regular meeting every 1st
attacks."
Mrs. Dan, that It is borne In upon me
and 3d Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Castle Hall
now and then that there are things that
temporarily with Odd Felcents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo lows
are quite worth while?"
Street. Visiting
Francisco
,San
New York, sole agents for the UnUei
"Oh, if you come to that," she an
Knights given a cordial and fraternal
States.
swered lightly, "everything is worth
welcome.
Remember the name Doan's and
while. For you. Monty, life is certain- - "You are a thoroughbred, Mrs. Dan,"
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. C.
take no other.
he exclaimed.
not slow. You can dominate; you
J. S. CANDELAJRIO, K. R. S.
can make things go your way. Aren't Barbara sincerely, and lt cut. Peggy
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
they going your way now, Monty?" Gray was taken into his confidence, JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS
Then more seriously: "What's wrong? and he was comforted by her encour
I. O. O. F.
The New Mexican Printing Company
Is the pace too fast?"
agement. It was a bit difficult for her has
criminal
dock
civil
and
His mood Increased upon him with to advise him to try again, but his hap ets prepared
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
especially, for the use of justices
her sympathy. "Oh, no," he said, "it piness was a thing she had at heart.
of the peace. They are especially meets every Friday evening In Odd
ton't that You are good, and I'm a
"It's beastly unfair, Peggy," he said.
In either Fellows' ITall, San Francisco Street
elfish beast Things are perverse and "I've really been white to her. I be ruled,, with printed headings,
of good rec Visiting brothers welcome
mad9
or
English,
Spanish
people are desperately obstinate some- Here I'll chuck the whole business and
FREDERICK MULLER, N. G.
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
times. And here I'm taking it out on leave New York."
DAVID L. MILLER, Secretary.
covers
can
and
back
with
and
leather
"You're going away?" And there was
you. You are not perverse. You are
net obstinate. You are a ripper, Mrs. just a suggestion of a catch in her vas sides ', have full Index In front and
B. P. O. ELKS.
the peace and
the fees of justices
Dan, and you are golna to help me out breath.
la more ways than one."
"I'm going to charter a yacht and constables printed In full on the first
No. 460 B. P. O. E..
Santa Fe Lod
inches.
sail away from this place for three page. The pages are 10
"Well, to pay for all these gallanIn civil and holds its regular session on the second
books
are
These
made
up
months."
four
or
tries, Monty, I ought to do much. I'm
Peggy fairly gasped.
Connections at Torran e, New Mexico, with the El Paso &
your friend through thick and thin. "What do you think of the scheme?" criminal dockets, separate, of 320 and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock 'Bland & Pacific Railways.. At Kennedy, and Santa You have only to command me."
he added, noticing the alarm and In pages each, or with both civil and Visiting brothers are invited and welO. C. WATSON, B. R.
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages come.
"It was precisely to get your help credulity in her eyes.
Fe, New Mexico, with the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At
320
A.
civil
and
To
J.
end
criminal.
in
in
think
came
FISCHER,
Secretary.
the
that
pages
"I
In.
with
I
poorhouse,
you'll
I'm tired of those conSanta Fe
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
she
with
them
founded
are
troduce
offered
at
the
dinners.
Brewster,"
said,
lal
You
attention
Montgomery
they
know
to
given
Spe
yourself
handling of passengers and freight.
FRATERNAL UNION.
following low prices:
nomo your irB,8ni via tne Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via that they are all alike the same peo- a laugh.
Civil
same
the
or
criminal
ple,
$4.00
New
the
same
flowers,
Mexico.
Torrance,
things
(To be Continued Tomorrow.)
to eat and the same Inane twaddle in
Santa Fe T odge, No. 259, Fraternal
'
Combination civil and criminal.. $5.00
Your business respectfully solicited
'
the
of America. Regular meetings
Union
of
45
cents
a
talk.
For
shape
for
Who
additional
single
cares, about
W.H.ANDREWS,
It is an admitted fact that real es
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
them anyway?"
and
third Mondays In each month
first
a
cents
55
or
additional
for
docket,
tate and financial men and merchants
rl"luc"1 ",u ""ncrai Manager. Assistant to President and Gen. Mgr.
8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows Hall
at
I
like that!" she Interrupted. all
sent
will
combination
be
"Well,
docket, they
FRANK DIBERT.
that quickest and best results
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat- "After all the thought I put into those are say
obtained by advertising In the by mail or prepaid express. Cash In ers welcome.
A,8'tant 8ecretary and Treasurer.
dinners! After all the variety I so careorder.
State
full must accompany
New Mexican.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
Z
H. B. BACA, Fraternal Master.
fully secured! My dear boy, you are
whether English or Spanish
plainly
City Freight and Pasgr. Agt.
Traveling Freight and Passenger Agt. frightfully ungrateful."
If you want anything on earth try printed heading is wanted. Address, DAVID GONZALES, Secretary..
.
.
nPl Of flees:. .Santa Fe, New Mexloo.
..,
"Ota,. yon know what X
and a New Mexican "aa."
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO. j MAGG11 Q. MONTOYA, Treasurer.
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CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Alarket Telephone No. 40.
No.

BAlS, BUTClS!

Gr0CEIS,

VEGETABLES.
Sweet potatoes, celery and egg
plant are now in season and we also
have squash, beets, carrots, etc.

CORN.

CANNED

There has been a decided decline
In the price of canned corn. We are
giving our customers the benefit. We
offer standard BEATRICE Nebraska
corn at THREE CANS FOR 25 CenU
This is the lowest price for which
good sweet corn has ever been sold
in Santa Fe.

FRESH MEATS.
We are still cutting the finest of
Government inspected, packing house
killed beef. Nothing else nearly so
FERNDELL corn, packed in Maine, good. Everything in sausages.mutton,
a very fancy quality which has been veal, boiled ham, head cheese, spare
selling at 20 cents we now offer at .15. ribs,' etc. Give us a trial.

NEW JAMS AND JELLIES.
We now have in stock new Califorin one pound
cans which we are selling at ten
cents a can. These are good pure
fruit products and a bargain at the
price.

nia jams and jellies

FISH AND OYSTERS.
We are receiving fish and oysters
on each Friday morning for the present. SEALSHIPT oysters only. No
ice, no water, no dirty and unsanitary
wooden bucket comes in contact with
the genuine sealshipt oyster. They
come in enamelled cans, the can surrounded by cracked ice, direct from
the beds to our store.'

GRAPES.

MEADOW

OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Meeting of Board of Louisiana Purchase Exposition Managers.
The New Mexico Board of Louisiana
Purchase Exposition Managers met at
Las Vegas on Tuesday afternoon at 2
o'clock and remained In session, with
a short recess for dinner,
until 2
o'clock of Wednesday morning. Every
member of the commission was present as follows: Charles A. Spiess, of
Las Vegas, president ; Carl A; Dalies,
of Belen, vice president; W. B. Walton, of Silver City, seoretary; Arthur
Seligman, of Santa F,e treasurer; H.
J. Hagerman of Roswell ; Jose D. Sena,
of Santa Fe, and F. A. Jones of Albuquerque. The accounts of the secretary and the treasurer were audited
and found correct. A motion by Mr.
Seligman, that each officer of the
board, the general manager as well
as the superintendent of each exhibit,
including the president and the manager of the Woman's Auxiliary of the
Board, be asked to submit a complete
and final report at a meeting of the
board to be held at Santa Fe on October 15, of this year, was adopted,
after which adjournment was taken.
The meeting at Santa Fe next month
will be the final one, after which all
records and documents in the board's
possession will be turned over to the
Governor of the Territory.
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NOW is the Best Time to Buy a Kodak.
We Have a Full Line.

GOLD.

Mission grapes from Bernalillo and
SANTA FE SUFFERS HEAVILY.
Do you know Meadow Gold butter?
Muscat grapes from southern Cali-forl- It is
a
is
in
It
packed
pasteurized.
are now in good supply and
Floods Cause Much
Damage J. E
triple wrapper of paper. It is clean
reasonable in price.
From
Hurley Talks of Cut-Of- f
and of perfect flavor when packed. Its
West.
Texas
cleanliness and flavor are retained
until delivered at your home.
FLOUR.
Topeka, Kans., Sept. 28. If the pres
ent record is kept up for the rest of
There has been a lowering of prices
PIPES.
the year the annual report of the
ail along the line in flour. We now
We have a very nice line of pipes, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad
sell the best Colorado brands such as
will again show heavy losses from
Blanca, Puritan and Daisy at $1.25 ranp'ug in price from five cents for a
meer-shauhoods in this section of the country
a
to
for
corn
cob
$7
and
$5
per sack.
or gold mounted briar. Par- J. E. Hurley, general manager, who
IMPERIAL FLOUR, the best proticularly good showings of genuine has just left for New Mexico, stated
duced in Kansas now only, per sack, briars at 25 and 35 cents. Briars that the recent high water on the
with genuine amber bits at .50 and up. company's lines In Kansas had dam
$1.60.
aged the tracks to the extent of $20,000.
It will probably be necessary
tor the company to spend this amount
to put them in shape1 again.
RECEIVED, FINE NEW LINE
Regarding the report that a cut-of- f
is to be built to connect the Gulf division in Texas with the transconti
nental line of the Santa Fe In New
Mexico, Mr. Hurley said such a move
was contemplated by the Santa Fe, but
that work on the line would not be
commenced for some time. "The
construction of such a line has been
under consideration for years," said
Selhe, "as it would give the Santa Fe
the shortest route between California
A
The re
and its southern gateway.
ports state that a eompany having
such a plan in view has filed its charSilter In Texas, but it is my understand
Ing that the construction of such a
line will not be conimenced for some
time yet. Should such a line be built,
however, it will probably connect with
at Texico, and join
the Belen cut-of- f
the San Angelo branch at Ballinger."
Mr. Hurley stated that work had
already commenced on the South
Plains Railroad, of which he is a
director, and which will extend from
Canon City on the Pecos Valley line
to Lubbock, a point about sixty miles
south. "Should the Galveston line be
I
built we may decide, to connect with
said he, "but at what point I am
it,"
a
consignnot yet prepared to say."
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DECORATED
- CHINA Come and Make Your

Full Line of
ection.
Watches, Diamonds, Cut

Glass, Leather Goods.

verware, Novelties.
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Mr

MANUFACTURING JEWELER.

have just received
large

ment of

SUES

FURMTU

IE

also a good supply of
STOVES and RANGES

at

am selling
very low prices.

Which

D.

1

S. LOWITZI.

KINSELL LIVE STOCK COMPANY.

.

Southeast Corner Plaza.

V

$ All Kinds of Fresh Meats
lways on Hand.
TELEPHONE

T

PROMPT

A-

$

ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

DELIVERY.

'PHONE

NO. 96.

T

FOR

TAXES.

EXCESS

The Santa Fe Claims to Have Over
paid on Assessment in Sumner
County, Kansas.

230 San Francisco Street
GEORGE PERKINS CREATES STIR.

Makes Objections
When Asked
Show Books of J. P. Morgan
& Company.

silver

Santa Fe,

61

132;

pfd.,

fl.
95;

Amalgamated

Copper,

New York, Sept. 28. Lead and copper 83tf; U. S. Steel, T
pfd., 104.
to firm and unchanged.
LIVE
STOCK.
St. Louis, September 28. Spelter Is
Qrm $5.80.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 28. Cattle
GRAIN.
receipts, 10,000, steady to 10 cents

New York, Sept. 28. George W.
Perkins, vice president of the New
York Life Insurance Company, and a
member of J. P. Morgan & Company,
created a stir before the legislative
investigating committee today when he
objected to the request that he pro
duce certain books of J. P. Morgan &
Company, to explain some of that
firm's dealings with the New York
Life Company in connection with the
sale of the Navigation
Syndicate
bonds to the New York Life Com
pany. He said he would furnish copies
of entries referring to the transactions
in question but preferred not to bring
the books. Mr. Hughes, counsel to
the committee, for the first time during the investigation showed signs of
anger, and said loudly: "I shall have
to require these books be produced."
"All right," replied Perkins.
DISTRICT

:

higher.
Native steers, 84.00
86.00; southern
83.75; southern cows,
steers, 82.50
S3 .75; native cows and heifers,
81.75
81.75
85.25; Blockers and feeders,
82.50 (ft 84.15; bulls, 82.00
83.00;
calves, 83.50 k 86.25; western steers,
Pork, Sept. $15.0015.25; Jan. $12.52$. 83.75
84.75; western cows, 81.75
6.85
Lard, Sept 87. 22 $j Jan. 0.S3$
83.35.
Ribs, Sept. 88. 57$; Jan 86.85.
Sheep receipts, 12,000, stead v.
85.00; lambs, 85 35
Muttons, 84.00
WOOL MARKET.
86 75; range wethers, 84.25
85.00;
St. Louis, Mo., September 26. Wool, Is fed ewes, 83.50
$4.25.
steady and unchanged.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 28. Cattle receipts,
8,000, strong 10 cents higher.
Territory and western medium, 28
30; fine medium, 23
30.
86 10; cows and
26; fine, 18
Beeves, 83.60
$4.60; stockers and
heifers, 81.40
STOCK MARKETS.
$4 35; Texans, 83.30
feeders, 82.40
New York, Sept. 28. Closing stocks, 84.40; westerns, $3.10
84.75.
Atchison, 89; pfd., 105; New York,
Sheep receipts 3,000, strong.
84 90; lambs, $4.40
central, 149$; Pennsylvania,
143$;
Sheep, 83.50
Southern Pacific, 69; Uulon Pacific, 87.75.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 28. Close Wheat
Sept. 95 M Dec.
Corn, Sept, 61; Dec, 44.
Oats. Sept. 37; Dec. 28$.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.

85.

a INCORPORATED

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

COURT.

The hearing in the case of James
Kennedy and Christopher Fitzgerald,
the two striking section men who
placed obstructions on the Denver &
Rio Grande Railroad track, near Es- panola, in Rio Arriba County, on
September 22, which was to have been
had today, was postponed until the
witnesses for the prosecution could
reach here, which will probably be to
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
morrow evening.
The habeas corpus proceedings
in
the case of Juan Manuel Romero and
SANTA FE, N. M.
Busebio Sandoval for assault with inn
tent to kill, upon the person of
Sanchez at Penasco on Tues
day, September 19, have been set
NEW STEEL FOR ROCK ISLAND.
aside because of the death of SanMANUFACTURER OF
chez on Sunday, and the two men
e
Eighty-fivPound Rails Will Be Laid are now held In the county jail upon
DEALER IN
on Entire System From Chicago
exicau Filigree
warrants for the murder of Estevan
West.
Sanchez. The preliminary hearing on Watches, Clock Jewelry
the charge of murder will be had as
Chicago, Sept. 28. D. B. Cain, gen- soon as certain witnesses can be pres
and Hani Painted China- eral manager of the Rock Island, is au- ent. It is likely that the case will
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
thority for the statement that his com- not come up before Saturday
the impany has in contemplation
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
provement of the entire length of its
West Side Plaza. Sar ta Fe, N. M.
main line from Chicago west, the work
to be completed
within the next ADDITIONAL
PERSONAL c
year. "The line will be laid with
"
and
steel," said Mr. Cain,
M. B.' OTERO.
A. M. BERGERE.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, who was
heavily balasted, A second track between Topeka and Heringtori has also elected president of the Good Roads'
been talked of but as between a bet- Convention at its session in Las Veter roadbed and more second track' I gas, Tuesday last, and who delivered
think I should prefer the improve- an address at the convention, was
among those who reached the Capital t
ments of .roadbed."
last night from Las Vegas.
General Agentb for New Mexico of
ernor Prince states that the convention
REPRESENTATIVES DISAGREE
was largely attended and was harmonON TERMS OF ARMISTICE.
ious, and he believes that its deliberations and the work laid out by it
Seoul, Sept. 28. Colonel Oba and will do the Territory great good.
General Cossanaffski, Japanese and
Frank Owen, manager of the Santa
Of Philadelphia and
Russian representatives met Monday Fe Water and
Light Company, was,
and again discussed the terms of the
InnJrfli.AnJn..
i
uii
uKBixay iu.01, eieuieu secretary 01
The Russians the iGood
proposed armistice.
Roads' Convention at Las
would not agree to the Japanese proVegas. He is still in the Meadow
posals and the armistice has been City looking after baseball and other
Of New York.
postponed.
t.
affairs connected with the Northern
New Mexico Fair.
' We Also Represent StrongLlne'of
MOUNTAIN SPLIT IN
TWO BY EARTHQUAKE.
Topeka, Kansas, Sept. 28. Suit has
been filed by the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, in the district court at Well
ington, Kansas, against the board of
county commissioners, C. B. Macdon- ald, as county clerk, and T. A. Hub
bard, as county treasurer. In this suit
the Santa Fe seeks to recover $472.50
with C per cent interest from Decem
ber 20, 1903, jind also $311.10, with 6
per cent interest from December 20,
1904. It claims to have paid these
amounts in excess of what it should
have been charged for taxes the
years mentioned.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

H. C. Yontz

JEWELRY

'

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
The Oldest and Largest House in the Territory.
ESTABLISHED i85q.
We have the most comiiete line of

Indian and Mexican Curios
NAVAJO BLANKETS, CHIMALLO BLANKETS, MEXICAN DRAWN
WORK, BASKETWARE, POTTERY, MEXICAN CIGARS.
We have and handle the best of everything in our line.

All orders promptly filled and packed with care.
Mail orders given prompt attention.
We supply the trade.

SIGN OF THE ORIGINAL CART
SAN FRANCISCO

ST., CORNER BURRO ALLEY.

BERGERE

INSURANCE AGENCY COMPANY

Ex-Go- v

Tl

Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.

1

.1

O

E

National Surety Company
a

MARKET REPORT.

Rome, Sept. 28. A mountain near
MONEY AND METAL.
Ajello, called Pietra Calondia, split
in two yesterday, owing to shocks of
New York, Sept, 33. Money on call,
earthquake and threatens to bury the firm and higher 4 5 per cent. Prime
town. All the inhabitants have fled.
6 per cent. Bar
mercantile paper 4H

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES

SANTA FE

:

:

: NEW MEXICO
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